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Pursuant to M.G.L. c. 30A, the MA Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) has proposed 

amending the Water Resources Management Program Regulations (310 CMR 36.00) to add a condition 

to Water Management Registrations that would restrict nonessential outdoor water use by registrants 

during times of drought declared by the Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs.  This regulatory 

amendment would better align water use during times of drought with the Massachusetts Drought 

Management Plan, as updated in 2019. 

To date, MassDEP has held two virtual hearings on the proposed amendment on July 7 and 16, 2021, 

and held a public comment period from June 11 to July 26, 2021, requesting written comment.  

MassDEP received over 371 comments.  All unique comments are included below.  Numerous copies of 

one comment were submitted as part of an email campaign.  A copy of the comment is included here 

with a list of names of those who participated in the email campaign. 
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July 22, 2021 

 

Martin Suuberg, Commissioner 

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 

One Winter Street 

Boston, MA 02108 

 

Dear Commissioner Suuberg, 

 

I am writing today with regards to the proposed amendment to the Water Resources Management Program 

Regulations (310 CMR 36.00) of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.  I want to express my concerns over the 

proposed amendment and the impact it could have on communities, like those I represent.  While I am 

cognizant of our collective need to preserve natural resources, especially water; I have concerns when that 

preservation is done on a one-size-fits-all basis. 

 

My two primary concerns regarding the proposed amendment would be the addition of the definition for Multi-

Year Drought Storage, and a set of uniform requirements regarding non-essential water use during department 

declared drought conditions.  This definition requires a reservoir storage of three times the registrants 

authorized withdrawal and any required release.  Some of the communities I represent would have difficulty 

satisfying this requirement either in terms of space or capability.  I feel the non-essential watering restrictions 

and drought conditions that would be imposed by the Department do not consider current drought regulations 

that many of these communities already have in place.  And, further, they remove any local control in a 

department declared drought situation, stripping a local community of its ability to keep its residents safe. 

 

I strongly request the department consider meeting with representatives of communities with their own water 

departments to get input on how these regulations could be made to better assist them in their regular activities. 

 

I thank you for your time and consideration of my comments. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Anne M. Gobi 

State Senator 

 























 

 

 
 

June 9, 2021 
 
By Email (kathleen.baskin@mass.gov) 
 
Kathleen Baskin 
Assistant Commission 
Department of Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Water Resources 
1 Winter Street 
Boston, MA 02108 
 

Re: Town of Hamilton Renewal Registration Statement 
 
Dear Kathy: 
 

The Town of Hamilton is submitting the attached renewal registration statement in 
accordance with the requirements of the Water Management Act (WMA), M.G.L. c.21G, §5, but 
wishes to emphasize its position that it has the right, under that section, to continue the existing 
withdrawals specified in the registration statement for a further period of ten years without 
conditions.   

 
The Town is concerned that the Department’s proposed WMA regulations, published on 

June 2, 2021, contain significant additions to 310 CMR 36.07, Registration Conditions, including 
requiring restrictions on “Nonessential Outdoor Use” during declared droughts.  Those conditions 
would not be a valid exercise of the Department’s authority because (1) conditions infringing upon 
registration rights are unlawful under the WMA; and (2) the Department has failed to comply with 
the procedural requirements of M.G.L. c. 21G, § 3 in developing its proposed regulations.   

 
I. The Department’s Proposed Regulations Would Infringe upon the Town’s 

Registration Rights. 
 

In Water Dep’t of Fairhaven v. Dep’t of Env’t Prot., 455 Mass. 740, 751 (2010), the SJC ruled 
that the Department can place conditions on WMA registrations only if (1) it first adopts 
regulations authorizing the conditions; and (2) the conditions do not “infringe” on registrants’ right 
to withdraw water.  The Department’s proposed regulations do not meet the second requirement 
because they will impose conservation measures that are not materially distinguishable from those 
that were invalidated in Fairhaven.  While the Court did not expressly determine whether the 
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Department’s conservation measures would have infringed upon registrants’ withdrawal rights if 
they had been imposed via regulation,  id. at 749 (“[T]he conservation measures imposed on the 
plaintiff registrants as ‘registration conditions’ might have been lawful if they had been imposed by 
regulation on all registrants….”) (emphasis added), it did make clear that “limiting a registrant’s 
water use to less than the existing withdrawal” would infringe those rights.  Id.   
 

Restrictions on water uses that the Department deems to be “nonessential” clearly have the 
effect of “limiting [the Town’s] water use to less than the existing withdrawal,” and therefore 
infringe upon the Town’s registration rights,  in contravention of the Fairhaven holding.   

 
The Fairhaven ruling reaffirms an important distinction between permitees (who must abide 

by conservation restrictions) and registrants.  The latter were withdrawing water in the period 
1981-85, and are entitled by their registration statements to withdraw no more water today than 
they were then.  Permittees, in contrast, have received permission to undertake new withdrawals 
that did not exist in 1981-85.  It makes sense that these new withdrawals came with strict 
conditions.  This is not “substantial inequity” as some have alleged; it is the intentional policy of 
the Water Management Act and the law of the Commonwealth. 

 
We note that, as recently as 2017, the Department found that it was not necessary to 

impose conservation conditions on registrants: 
  

Based on the number of registered-only public water systems, their current 
water use and irrigation practices, and uncertainty around how conditions 
would be applied to regional water systems, it has been and remains for now 
the department’s determination that imposing water conservation 
conditions on registrations would likely result in little actual water savings. 
 
Registered-only water systems have not increased their demands in 35 years 
and most have significantly reduced their demand over time…. Imposing 
water conservation conditions on registered-only systems…will remove 
their incentive to keep their overall demand below their registered 
volume.    

 
Department of Environmental Protection, Response to Massachusetts Rivers Alliance 
Request for Adoption of Rules (Sept. 22, 2017) at 9-10.   
 

II. The Department Has Failed to Comply with M.G.L. c. 21G, § 3 in Developing Its 
Proposed Regulations. 
 
The available public information about the development of the Department’s new 

regulatory proposal and the proposal’s publication on June 2 suggests that the proposed regulations 
not only would be substantively unlawful, but also have been developed without following the 
procedure prescribed by the WMA.  M.G.L. c.21G, §3 requires that any such proposal be 
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developed “after consultation with” and “with the advice of” the Water Resources Management 
Advisory Committee.  That Committee is required to “review the development of . . . regulations 
for water resources management and shall . . . supply recommendations concerning methods by 
which existing water management practices and the laws regulating them may be supplemented and 
improved and their administration financed.”  Id. (emphasis added).  The statute clearly indicates 
that the Advisory Committee is to be consulted on the rulemaking process, not just on the rules 
themselves.    
 

For the Department to have the necessary consultation with the Advisory Committee, the 
Committee itself must have in fact deliberated such that it can provide its substantive opinions.   As 
a public body, the Advisory Committee cannot deliberate to form such an opinion except at a 
meeting that complies with the Open Meeting Law.  M.G.L. c.30A, §20.   

 
Nor can this procedural error be erased by hastily reconvening the Committee, holding a 

meeting in conformance with the Open Meeting Law, and obtaining a vote on the Department’s fully-
formed regulations.  Rather, as noted, the WMA requires that the regulations be developed “after 
consultation with” the Committee—not before—and “with [its] advice,” not merely its rubber 
stamp.     

  
III.  Conclusion. 

 
Because the proposed regulations would be both substantively and procedurally unlawful 

under the WMA, The Town submits its renewal registration statement with the expectation that it 
will not be subject to any conditions imposed by such regulations.  

 
Thank you for your continued courtesy in connection with this matter.  

 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 

Miyares and Harrington LLP  
Town Counsel  
Town of Hamilton 

   
J.Raymond Miyares 

cc: J. Domelowicz, Town Manager 
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July 26, 2021 

 

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 

Bureau of Resource Protection – Water Management Act Program 

One Winter Street, 5th Floor 

Boston, MA  02108 

 

RE:     Proposed Amendments to 310 CMR 36.00 – Conditions on WMA Registrations 

VIA EMAIL TO:  dep.talks@mass.gov 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

I am the responsible party of the Manchester by the Sea Public Water System 3160000 as well as 

a member of Massachusetts Water Works Association (MWWA) and wish to submit the 

following written comments to the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 

(MassDEP) regarding the proposed changes to the Water Management Act Regulations, 310 

CMR 36.00.  Wise water use is important, especially during times of drought, but promulgating 

statewide regulations on Registrants that do not recognize the unique characteristics of every 

water system and is unnecessary.  I support the comments that are being submitted by MWWA, 

and like MWWA, urge MassDEP to withdraw these proposed regulations.   

 

While not required to by any regulatory mandate, our system has an established an aggressive 

increasing block rate structure that promotes conservation and keeps our use within our 

registered limits. While this system works well for us, it is not for everyone. Furthermore, to 

undo it would have serious unintended consequences to all of our rate payers in the form of 

higher rates at the lower tiers. Along with subsidizing the lower tiers, the increased rates at 

higher tiers are figured into our capital planning. Consequently, capital planning would likely be 

paused and critically delayed. Being one of the oldest town and systems in Massachusetts, the 

majority of our system was installed in the late 1800’s. It is imperative that our capital projects 

continue as scheduled.      

 

Imposition of mandatory water use restrictions upon a regional drought declaration is 

inappropriate for a number of reasons.  The Massachusetts Drought Management Plan has very 

sensitive metrics, many of which are not water supply-related nor directly related to our capacity 

to supply our customers, even during times of drought.   Even in the drought of 2020 and 2016 

our reservoir levels remain stable. While we watch these levels constantly, had there been a 

reason, we would not have hesitated to issue restrictions on our own at the Town level. We fully 

support having a local drought management plan and are hoping DEP and the State may make 

funding of these studies a priority, with or without passing the proposed conditions.  While 



MassDEP is providing an exemption from following the MA Drought Management Plan, the 

criteria for exemption, especially the requirement for multi-year storage of no less than three 

times a Registrants authorized withdrawal, makes it such that only one Public Water System in 

the state will likely qualify for an exemption.  Surface water and/or groundwater Public Water 

Systems should have the ability to create system-specific drought management plans that reflect 

their system’s capacity and have response actions that are tied to various trigger points for their 

system.  If the proposed regulations are adopted, we urge MassDEP to modify the criteria so that 

all Public Water Systems who follow industry standards for drought planning and preparedness 

can also submit a plan for exemption.  

 

Our core responsibility as water suppliers is to provide the most essential service to our 

customers - clean, safe drinking water.  We are environmental stewards of the water resources in 

our communities for without adequate protection of the resources, we would not be able to 

provide the service we do.   We also must adhere to rigorous water quality standards established 

under the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) to ensure protection of public health.  We play a 

key role in providing fire protection within the community; and for that reason, storage 

reservoirs must be kept full and system pressure maintained.  We must constantly balance water 

quality and quantity demands, especially during the summer months.  We would urge the 

Department to consider the unintended water quality consequences that could occur should we 

have to comply with arbitrary conditions restricting water use.   

 

Finally, in the Fairhaven1 case, the Supreme Judicial Court affirmed that MassDEP could not 

infringe upon the Registrants’ entitlement to existing withdrawals.  The drought conditions that 

MassDEP seeks to impose would most certainly infringe upon our entitlement to our existing 

withdrawals by limiting our ability to sell that water during a drought.  Also, Section 3 of MGL 

21 G requires consultation with the Water Resources Management Advisory Committee which 

MassDEP has not done since members of the Committee have not been appointed by the 

governor.   

 

The Town of Manchester by the Sea believes it has been shown that the proposed regulations 

will not foster water system resiliency, and will, in fact, be detrimental by limiting revenues 

needed to maintain and upgrade our water system.  Manchester requests MassDEP rescind these 

draft regulations as they are not necessary and counter-productive, and instead work with 

MWWA and Public Water Systems on the creation of system-specific drought plans and other 

measures that will yield more meaningful and tangible results toward increasing water system 

resiliency. 

 

If you have any questions or would like additional information about our resources, feel free to 

contact me at damc@manchester.ma.us or by phone at 978 526-1242. 

 

All the Best, 

 
Charles J. Dam 

Director of Public Works 

 

Cc:      Greg Federspiel, Town Administrator, Nate Desrosiers – Town Engineering 

 
1
 Water Dep’t of Fairhaven v. Dep’t of Env’t Prot., 455 Mass. 740, 751 (2010) 











 
 
 

MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY 
Chelsea Facility 
2 Griffin Way 

Chelsea, Massachusetts 02150 
Telephone: (617) 242-6000 
Facsimile: (617) 305-5990 

Frederick A. Laskey 
Executive Director 

             July 26, 2021 
  
Martin Suuberg, Commissioner 
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection  
Bureau of Resource Protection – Water Management Program,  
One Winter Street, 5th floor,  
Boston, MA 02108 
 
Submitted electronically via: dep.talks@mass.gov, Subject Line: WMA Regulations 
Subject: Proposed Amendments to 310 CMR 36.00 – Conditions on WMA Registrations  
 
Dear Commissioner Suuberg: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on MassDEP’s proposed revisions to the 
Water Management Act (WMA) regulations (310 CMR 36). The changes are designed to require 
more uniform mandatory restrictions on non-essential water use based on regional triggers in the 
Massachusetts Drought Response Plan.  
 
The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) provides drinking water from the 
Quabbin and Wachusett Reservoirs in central Massachusetts to customers in 53 communities 
spanning several of the state’s drought regions. When the WMA registrations were determined 
based on demand in the early 1980’s, the MWRA system was withdrawing an average of just over 
312 million gallons per day (mgd) and thus is registered for that amount. MWRA’s current water 
withdrawals are now less than 200 mgd, about a 35 percent reduction, despite adding eight 
additional communities to the MWRA water system, and several hundred thousand additional 
residents after the enactment of the Water Management Act.  
 
MWRA supports and appreciates that MassDEP has recognized that water suppliers can have very 
different circumstances, and has provided some flexibility in its approach to managing drought. 
MassDEP’s approach identifies one key characteristic that would suggest that a water system 
would perform very differently during drought conditions than the typical system in its geographic 
region – the amount of reservoir capacity to store water during wetter years for use during drier 
periods. MWRA’s sources meet the specific proposed definition of Multi-Year Drought Storage 
contained in in the draft regulations at 310 CMR 36.3. 
 
The draft regulations allow systems meeting the storage requirements to manage their systems 
during drought using their local drought plans. MWRA believes that its MassDEP-approved 
drought plan meets the proposed specific requirements of 310 CMR 36.7(2)(c)3 in the draft 
regulations.  



While all systems with only WMA registrations are using less water now than when the WMA 
was passed nearly 40 years ago, another important characteristic not mentioned in the proposed 
regulation is the degree to which any system is below its reliable (or “safe”) yield. Water systems 
with demand below their individual safe yield would, by definition, be expected to perform well 
in droughts as severe as the drought of record used in determining that safe yield. For example, 
MWRA’s safe yield of 300 mgd is based on the 1960’s drought of record. This factor, combined 
with its large multi-year reservoir storage volumes and conservative drought response plan, is what 
would allow the MWRA system to successfully weather a drought as severe as that of the 1960’s.  
Modeling of a system’s safe yield also offers a water supply the opportunity to evaluate how 
climate change might affect the system’s performance in the future. Modeling of the MWRA 
system conducted cooperatively with the Water Research Foundation and the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) suggests that MWRA’s large multiyear reservoirs would allow 
MWRA’s safe yield to actually increase slightly under future climate conditions.   
 
On a more narrow note, MWRA notes that the language in 310 CMR 36.7(2)(c)4. Seems to 
incorrectly include a reference to 310 CMR 36.7(2)(c)3. thereby inadvertently eliminating the 
provisions allowing the use of local drought plans by systems meeting the multi-year drought 
storage definition. MWRA recommends that this be corrected by changing the language as 
follows:  
 

4. Restrictions at least as restrictive as those in 310 CMR 36.07(2)(c)1. and 2. 
through 3. shall remain in place until the Secretary returns the drought level 
to “Normal.” 

 
If MassDEP needs clarification on any of these comments, MWRA would be happy to provide 
additional detail or respond to any questions. Feel free to contact me directly or Stephen Estes-
Smargiassi at smargias@mwra.com.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
David W. Coppes, PE 
Chief Operating Officer 
 
Cc: Fred Laskey, Executive Director 
 Rebecca Weidman, Director of Environmental and Regulatory Affairs  

 











 

 

 
 

June 9, 2021 
 
By Email (kathleen.baskin@mass.gov) 
 
Kathleen Baskin 
Assistant Commission 
Department of Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Water Resources 
1 Winter Street 
Boston, MA 02108 
 

Re: Town of Needham Renewal Registration Statement 
 
Dear Kathy: 
 

The Town of Needham is submitting the attached renewal registration statement in 
accordance with the requirements of the Water Management Act (WMA), M.G.L. c.21G, §5, but 
wishes to emphasize its position that it has the right, under that section, to continue the existing 
withdrawals specified in the registration statement for a further period of ten years without 
conditions.   

 
The Town is concerned that your letter of May 3 states: 
 

The Department is proposing to amend the WMA regulations before 
December 31, 2021, to include restrictions on nonessential outdoor water 
use for registered withdrawals during times of a declared drought. These 
restrictions will be included as a condition in the renewed Registration 
Statement for applicable withdrawals. 
 

The proposed regulations, published on June 2, 2021, contain significant additions to 310 CMR 
36.07, Registration Conditions, including requiring restrictions on “Nonessential Outdoor Use” 
during declared droughts.  Those conditions would not be a valid exercise of the Department’s 
authority because (1) conditions infringing upon registration rights are unlawful under the WMA; 
and (2) the Department has failed to comply with the procedural requirements of M.G.L. c. 21G, § 
3 in developing its proposed regulations.   
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I. The Department’s Proposed Regulations Would Infringe upon the Town’s 
Registration Rights. 

 
In Water Dep’t of Fairhaven v. Dep’t of Env’t Prot., 455 Mass. 740, 751 (2010), the SJC ruled 

that the Department can place conditions on WMA registrations only if (1) it first adopts 
regulations authorizing the conditions; and (2) the conditions do not “infringe” on registrants’ right 
to withdraw water.  The Department’s proposed regulations do not meet the second requirement 
because they will impose conservation measures that are not materially distinguishable from those 
that were invalidated in Fairhaven.  While the Court did not expressly determine whether the 
Department’s conservation measures would have infringed upon registrants’ withdrawal rights if 
they had been imposed via regulation,  id. at 749 (“[T]he conservation measures imposed on the 
plaintiff registrants as ‘registration conditions’ might have been lawful if they had been imposed by 
regulation on all registrants….”) (emphasis added), it did make clear that “limiting a registrant’s 
water use to less than the existing withdrawal” would infringe those rights.  Id.   
 

Restrictions on water uses that the Department deems to be “nonessential” clearly have the 
effect of “limiting [the Town’s] water use to less than the existing withdrawal,” and therefore 
infringe upon the Town’s registration rights,  in contravention of the Fairhaven holding.   

 
The Fairhaven ruling reaffirms an important distinction between permitees (who must abide 

by conservation restrictions) and registrants.  The latter were withdrawing water in the period 
1981-85, and are entitled by their registration statements to withdraw no more water today than 
they were then.  Permittees, in contrast, have received permission to undertake new withdrawals 
that did not exist in 1981-85.  It makes sense that these new withdrawals came with strict 
conditions.  This is not “substantial inequity” as some have alleged; it is the intentional policy of 
the Water Management Act and the law of the Commonwealth. 

 
We note that, as recently as 2017, the Department found that it was not necessary to 

impose conservation conditions on registrants: 
  

Based on the number of registered-only public water systems, their current 
water use and irrigation practices, and uncertainty around how conditions 
would be applied to regional water systems, it has been and remains for now 
the department’s determination that imposing water conservation 
conditions on registrations would likely result in little actual water savings. 
 
Registered-only water systems have not increased their demands in 35 years 
and most have significantly reduced their demand over time…. Imposing 
water conservation conditions on registered-only systems…will remove 
their incentive to keep their overall demand below their registered 
volume.    
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Department of Environmental Protection, Response to Massachusetts Rivers Alliance 
Request for Adoption of Rules (Sept. 22, 2017) at 9-10.   
 

II. The Department Has Failed to Comply with M.G.L. c. 21G, § 3 in Developing Its 
Proposed Regulations. 
 
The available public information about the development of the Department’s new 

regulatory proposal and the proposal’s publication on June 2 suggests that the proposed regulations 
not only would be substantively unlawful, but also have been developed without following the 
procedure prescribed by the WMA.  M.G.L. c.21G, §3 requires that any such proposal be 
developed “after consultation with” and “with the advice of” the Water Resources Management 
Advisory Committee.  That Committee is required to “review the development of . . . regulations 
for water resources management and shall . . . supply recommendations concerning methods by 
which existing water management practices and the laws regulating them may be supplemented and 
improved and their administration financed.”  Id. (emphasis added).  The statute clearly indicates 
that the Advisory Committee is to be consulted on the rulemaking process, not just on the rules 
themselves.    
 

For the Department to have the necessary consultation with the Advisory Committee, the 
Committee itself must have in fact deliberated such that it can provide its substantive opinions.   As 
a public body, the Advisory Committee cannot deliberate to form such an opinion except at a 
meeting that complies with the Open Meeting Law.  M.G.L. c.30A, §20.   

 
Nor can this procedural error be erased by hastily reconvening the Committee, holding a 

meeting in conformance with the Open Meeting Law, and obtaining a vote on the Department’s fully-
formed regulations.  Rather, as noted, the WMA requires that the regulations be developed “after 
consultation with” the Committee—not before—and “with [its] advice,” not merely its rubber 
stamp.     

  
III.  Conclusion. 

 
Because the proposed regulations would be both substantively and procedurally unlawful 

under the WMA, The Town submits its renewal registration statement with the expectation that it 
will not be subject to any conditions imposed by such regulations.  

 
Thank you for your continued courtesy in connection with this matter.  
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Sincerely, 
 

 
Miyares and Harrington LLP  
Town Counsel  
Town of Needham 

   
J.Raymond Miyares 

cc: K. Fitzpatrick, Town Manager 
 
 
 





















 

 

 
 

June 14, 2021 
 
By Email (kathleen.baskin@mass.gov) 
 
Kathleen Baskin 
Assistant Commission 
Department of Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Water Resources 
1 Winter Street 
Boston, MA 02108 
 

Re: Town of Reading Renewal Registration Statement 
 
Dear Kathy: 
 

The Town of Reading is submitting the attached renewal registration statement in 
accordance with the requirements of the Water Management Act (WMA), M.G.L. c.21G, §5, but 
wishes to emphasize its position that it has the right, under that section, to continue the existing 
withdrawals specified in the registration statement for a further period of ten years without 
conditions.   

 
The Town is concerned that the Department’s proposed WMA regulations, published on 

June 2, 2021, contain significant additions to 310 CMR 36.07, Registration Conditions, including 
requiring restrictions on “Nonessential Outdoor Use” during declared droughts.  Those conditions 
would not be a valid exercise of the Department’s authority because (1) conditions infringing upon 
registration rights are unlawful under the WMA; and (2) the Department has failed to comply with 
the procedural requirements of M.G.L. c. 21G, § 3 in developing its proposed regulations.   

 
I. The Department’s Proposed Regulations Would Infringe upon the Town’s 

Registration Rights. 
 

In Water Dep’t of Fairhaven v. Dep’t of Env’t Prot., 455 Mass. 740, 751 (2010), the SJC ruled 
that the Department can place conditions on WMA registrations only if (1) it first adopts 
regulations authorizing the conditions; and (2) the conditions do not “infringe” on registrants’ right 
to withdraw water.  The Department’s proposed regulations do not meet the second requirement 
because they will impose conservation measures that are not materially distinguishable from those 
that were invalidated in Fairhaven.  While the Court did not expressly determine whether the 
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Department’s conservation measures would have infringed upon registrants’ withdrawal rights if 
they had been imposed via regulation,  id. at 749 (“[T]he conservation measures imposed on the 
plaintiff registrants as ‘registration conditions’ might have been lawful if they had been imposed by 
regulation on all registrants….”) (emphasis added), it did make clear that “limiting a registrant’s 
water use to less than the existing withdrawal” would infringe those rights.  Id.   
 

Restrictions on water uses that the Department deems to be “nonessential” clearly have the 
effect of “limiting [the Town’s] water use to less than the existing withdrawal,” and therefore 
infringe upon the Town’s registration rights,  in contravention of the Fairhaven holding.   

 
The Fairhaven ruling reaffirms an important distinction between permitees (who must abide 

by conservation restrictions) and registrants.  The latter were withdrawing water in the period 
1981-85, and are entitled by their registration statements to withdraw no more water today than 
they were then.  Permittees, in contrast, have received permission to undertake new withdrawals 
that did not exist in 1981-85.  It makes sense that these new withdrawals came with strict 
conditions.  This is not “substantial inequity” as some have alleged; it is the intentional policy of 
the Water Management Act and the law of the Commonwealth. 

 
We note that, as recently as 2017, the Department found that it was not necessary to 

impose conservation conditions on registrants: 
  

Based on the number of registered-only public water systems, their current 
water use and irrigation practices, and uncertainty around how conditions 
would be applied to regional water systems, it has been and remains for now 
the department’s determination that imposing water conservation 
conditions on registrations would likely result in little actual water savings. 
 
Registered-only water systems have not increased their demands in 35 years 
and most have significantly reduced their demand over time…. Imposing 
water conservation conditions on registered-only systems…will remove 
their incentive to keep their overall demand below their registered 
volume.    

 
Department of Environmental Protection, Response to Massachusetts Rivers Alliance 
Request for Adoption of Rules (Sept. 22, 2017) at 9-10.   
 

II. The Department Has Failed to Comply with M.G.L. c. 21G, § 3 in Developing Its 
Proposed Regulations. 
 
The available public information about the development of the Department’s new 

regulatory proposal and the proposal’s publication on June 2 suggests that the proposed regulations 
not only would be substantively unlawful, but also have been developed without following the 
procedure prescribed by the WMA.  M.G.L. c.21G, §3 requires that any such proposal be 
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developed “after consultation with” and “with the advice of” the Water Resources Management 
Advisory Committee.  That Committee is required to “review the development of . . . regulations 
for water resources management and shall . . . supply recommendations concerning methods by 
which existing water management practices and the laws regulating them may be supplemented and 
improved and their administration financed.”  Id. (emphasis added).  The statute clearly indicates 
that the Advisory Committee is to be consulted on the rulemaking process, not just on the rules 
themselves.    

For the Department to have the necessary consultation with the Advisory Committee, the 
Committee itself must have in fact deliberated such that it can provide its substantive opinions.   As 
a public body, the Advisory Committee cannot deliberate to form such an opinion except at a 
meeting that complies with the Open Meeting Law.  M.G.L. c.30A, §20.   

Nor can this procedural error be erased by hastily reconvening the Committee, holding a 
meeting in conformance with the Open Meeting Law, and obtaining a vote on the Department’s fully-
formed regulations.  Rather, as noted, the WMA requires that the regulations be developed “after 
consultation with” the Committee—not before—and “with [its] advice,” not merely its rubber 
stamp.     

III. Conclusion.

Because the proposed regulations would be both substantively and procedurally unlawful
under the WMA, The Town submits its renewal registration statement with the expectation that it 
will not be subject to any conditions imposed by such regulations.  

Thank you for your continued courtesy in connection with this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Miyares and Harrington LLP 
Town Counsel  
Town of Reading 

J.Raymond Miyares
cc: R. LeLacheur, Town Manager 
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July 26, 2021 

Ms. Elizabeth McCann 
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Resource Protection – Water Management Program 
One Winter Street, 5th Floor 
Boston, MA  02108 
 
RE: Proposed Amendments to 310 CMR 36.00 – Conditions on WMA Registrations (Submitted by Email 
to dep.talks@mass.gov) 
 
Dear Ms. McCann: 
 
The Springfield Water and Sewer Commission (Commission) submits the following written comments to 
supplement verbal comments provided during the public hearings on July 7 and 16, 2021. 

The Commission is one of the largest public water suppliers in the Commonwealth, serving 
approximately 250,000 people in the lower Pioneer Valley. The Commission’s primary drinking water 
supply at Borden Brook and Cobble Mountain Reservoirs, and its emergency drinking water supply at 
Ludlow Reservoir, are both registered-only systems under the Water Management Act (WMA). The 
Commission’s core mission to the public is to provide a safe, uninterrupted supply of drinking water to 
its ratepayers.  

The Commission is fully supportive of science-based decision making relative to the implementation of 
water restrictions as they relate to protecting the capacity of public water supplies. However, we have 
several concerns with the rationale and the specific language proposed for amending the Water 
Management Act Regulations (310 CMR 36.00).   

1. Registration Conditions (310 CMR 36.07(2)(c)1) – Regional Drought Determination is 
Inconsistent With Actual Supplies and System-Specific Characteristics 

The Commission believes the proposed regulations are both unnecessary and are wholly inconsistent 
with the trends in registered withdrawals of many public water supplies, including the Commission’s. 
The proposed amendments to 310 CMR 36.07 (2)(C) would require that water registrants implement 
restrictions on Non-essential Outdoor Water Use when a “drought declaration by the Secretary for the 
drought region where the registrant’s withdrawals are located…” This regional one-size fits all regulation 
is not appropriate for the Commission’s supply, nor other supplies in the Commonwealth, which all have 
unique water system characteristics.  

In the specific case of the Commission, we provide water to our customers from two surface water 
reservoirs, Borden Brook Reservoir and Cobble Mountain Reservoir, which has a water registration for 
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withdrawal of 39.1 MGD. For the last 15 years or more we have generally withdrawn 30-35 MGD, 
consistently below the withdrawal limit.  Consider Figure 1 below, showing the decline in the 
Commission’s registered withdrawals since 2005:  

Figure 1: Cobble Mountain Reservoir Withdrawals 2015- 2020 

 
Figure 1 depicts a growing margin of safety between authorized withdrawals and actual use. Since the 
current reservoir system came online in 1931 the Commission has never had to implement a water 
restriction because of drought and low reservoir levels.  Our watershed and reservoir system is very 
resilient. Consider specifically the most recent drought years of 2016 and 2020. Reservoir levels did not 
fall below 64.7% and 64.0%, respectively, in either of those years, with no water use restrictions 
necessary. The Commission’s Residential Gallons Per Capita Day (RGPCD) has also remained below 
recommended state conservation standards. In 2016, the RGPCD was 62.9, which was only 2% higher 
than the RGPCD in 2018 (61.6), a non-drought year. Based on the above data, it is clear that the 
Commission is able to manage its water supply effectively both historically and in more recent 
conditions influenced by climate change.   

The Commission relies on the important science-based analyses specific to our water supply system 
when implementing non-essential outdoor water restrictions. The Commission maintains a system 
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specific Drought Management Plan (DMP), which was completed by an engineering consultant.  The 
DMP provides a framework for response to drought conditions, including the use of water restrictions.  
The DMP includes a drought risk analyses that estimates the probability of system failure under a variety 
of future conditions based in part on the available hydrologic record and the use of simulation tools.  At 
current consumption rates, the capacity of Cobble Mountain Reservoir is a 15-24 month supply without 
any inflow. The Commission’s DMP demonstrates that our reservoir is able to meet full demand during 
extreme multi-year drought scenarios.   

The proposed regulations based on a regional drought determination method will lead to drought 
declarations and non-essential watering restrictions when our supply is ample. An example of this 
potential scenario just occurred in April 2021. During that time a Level 1 drought in the Connecticut 
River Valley was declared by the Commonwealth. Yet as of the first week in May, when that declaration 
was still in effect, Cobble Mountain Reservoir was full at 95%. Under the proposed regulatory changes, 
the Commission would have needed to advise its customers that only one day/week watering would be 
allowed, despite having a two-year supply available in the reservoir.  

We strongly recommend that the MassDEP consider requiring all water registrants develop system-
specific DMP to determine when it is appropriate to implement water restrictions based on system-
specific characteristics.  This regulatory change could occur as an amendment to the Drinking Water 
Regulations (310 CMR 22.02(13)) that would add a DMP to be incorporated in Emergency Response 
Plans, which all water systems must maintain. 

2. Registration Conditions (310 CMR 36.07(3)) – Multi-Year Drought Storage Definition Is Not 
Science-Based 

 
As mentioned above, registered withdrawals from our system have been steadily decreasing since 1986, 
making these new conditions on our WMA registration seem unnecessary. In addition, despite the intent 
behind these regulations to “level the playing field,” the proposed regulations also offer a seemingly 
arbitrary exemption that is tailored to perhaps only one public water system in the state.   

The proposed regulatory changes (310 CMR 36.03(3) states: “A registrant who withdraws only surface 
water supplies with sufficient Multi-Year Drought Storage, as determined by the Department may 
implement nonessential outdoor water use restrictions in accordance with an accepted drought 
management plan instead of the restrictions described in 310 CMR36.07(2)(c)1.” In the definition 
section of the proposed amendments (310 CMR 36.03), “Multi-Year Drought Storage” is defined as a 
“…reservoir capacity of not less than three times a registrant’s authorized withdrawal and any 
release….” The Commission has one of the largest, most robust water supplies in the state and yet our 
system does not meet that criteria.  The proposed Amendment language is moot because it applies to 
no water suppliers, or very, very few.    
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MassDEP has never provided the technical basis for this definition requiring three times the registrant’s 
withdrawal, and it does not appear to be based upon any known standard, risk analysis, or scientific 
evidence. MassDEP’s state Drought Management Plan refers to AWWA’s M60 Drought Preparedness 
and Response Manual. The M60 standard states capacity is just one factor of consideration for creation 
of a drought plan, which should also include seasonal inflows and inter-annual variability of supply 
storage, but there is no mention in the M60 of a three-times withdrawal supply of water in order to be 
considered drought resilient. The exemption provided in the proposed regulations also does not factor 
in full and seasonal inflows, which are a critical factor in understanding the anticipated supply in relation 
to demand.  

The Commission own DMP uses both historical and synthetic scenarios to help predict the next 24 
months of storage and includes system-specific triggers. Included in the plan is a Drought Forecasting 
Tool, which uses real-time reservoir data inputs to run thousands of simulations to predict future 
storage. During the 2020 drought, this tool illustrated that Cobble Mountain Reservoir remained in 
“Normal” conditions throughout the year.  Normal conditions means that there are zero scenarios that 
the reservoir will drop to the historic low (30% full) in the next 90 days. Cobble Mountain Reservoir 
holds 15-24 months of supply without any inflow and is an inter-year reservoir, meaning that storage 
carries over into the next year and one bad year will not lead to failure. With the tools created through 
the DMP development process, we are now more prepared than ever to respond to droughts with our 
updated plan.  

The storage requirement of no less than three times the authorized withdrawal for an exemption 
appears to be of dubious purpose or value. The Commission instead recommends that MassDEP require 
that all drought management plans follow the technical standards found in the M60 manual in order to 
qualify for an exemption. 

3. Impacts to financial stability and social inequities 

One aspect of the purported rationale for adding new conditions to WMA registrations is to “ensure 
both an adequate volume and quality of water to assure…continued economic stability during times 
when water supplies are stressed by drought.”  As illustrated in the example from April above, under the 
new regulations, adequate volumes may already be in place when non-essential water use restrictions 
must be enacted – situations that will lead to adverse economic impacts, or instability for the 
Commission, when water supplies are not actually stressed by drought.  The proposed regulations do 
not meet the stated goal and do economic harm to the Commission and the communities we serve.   

The sale of water is the primary source of the Commission’s revenues. We receive no funding from state 
or local tax revenues, and direct federal and state funding/grants are extremely limited. Revenues from 
rates are necessary to fund the costs of supplying drinking water and wastewater services to the public. 
Unlike other business sectors, the Commission cannot scale down its workforce or infrastructure during 
times when revenue is down – the costs to run a public water system are largely fixed. In addition to 
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operations, the Commission also uses revenue from rates to fund a comprehensive capital improvement 
program to upgrade its aging infrastructure. Upgrades serve to make the system more resilient to the 
multiple risks presented by extreme weather patterns and climate change. This includes upgrading the 
West Parish Filters Water Treatment Plant at a cost of $167+ million. 

Each fiscal year the Commission sets rates to cover the required budget for operational needs and debt 
service, and uses consumption trends to project revenues. With these new proposed regulations, rates 
will either need to be raised on a contingency basis to account for the potential of more frequent 
seasonal water use restrictions, or rates will need to be raised the following fiscal year to make up for 
revenue shortfalls. In either scenario, ratepayers will now be asked to pay more for their water but 
receive no meaningful benefit either in terms of conservation or infrastructure improvement. 

The Commission evaluated scenarios of how restricted seasonal water use may impact revenues for its 
system, and found that while water conservation savings would be minimal, the negative financial 
impacts could be significant. Using consumption rates during the 2016 drought, if residential water 
consumption were reduced by 10%1, approximately 200 MG of water would have been saved between 
June and November of that year. This equates to roughly 1.1 MGD, which is not very impactful in terms 
of water conservation. However, the lost revenue equates to approximately $3.1 million (at FY21 rates), 
which represents (roughly) a 5% rate increase. If Level 3 or 4 restrictions were enacted, the revenue 
shortfall could be as high as $6.3 million. 

Another consideration is that even if the drought was fairly short-lived and did not last from June-
November, the lost opportunity to collect revenue from seasonal usage could be even more impactful if 
wet weather returns. This is the scenario in summer 2021, with a “drought” in April that would have 
triggered Level 1 non-essential water use restrictions followed by one of the wettest Julys on record. 
The loss of revenue caused by the unnecessary restrictions would have only compounded the later loss 
of revenue due to the unusually wet weather that lowered outdoor water use – and again, no 
meaningful water conservation benefit would have been realized in exchange. 

The potential negative economic impacts are critical to recognize because many of the Commission’s 
customers are low-income and reside in EPA-designated Environmental Justice (EJ) areas. Among our 
customer base, seasonal water consumption rises among homeowners or other entities able to afford it, 
essentially supplementing the rates of everyone else. If rates must rise on all to account for lost 
revenues due to more frequent “droughts,” our lowest income residents will shoulder the highest 
burden, which (as pointed out in the comment letter submitted by MWWA) is contrary to the intent of 
Governor Baker’s climate bill signed in March 2021. Even worse, the rate increases would not be tied to 
improvements to infrastructure resiliency or services – instead, they would merely be accounting for the 

                                                           
1 American Water Works Association, 1992. Drought Management Planning. AWWA finds that targets of 10% to 
20% reduction are goals during high outdoor water use months and can be used for planning purposes. 
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lost revenues. Over time this could lead to greater resistance to raising rates, or delaying or cancelling 
much-needed capital projects. 

Public comments from those supportive of the proposed regulations often counter that imposing tiered 
rates – where those who consume more pay more – is a solution to the revenue lost due to non-
essential water use restrictions. But this simplistic viewpoint does not take into account the economic 
variations among regions. In areas where economic competitiveness and opportunity are higher, such as 
Metro Boston, businesses, industry, and homeowners may be more willing (and able) to accept paying 
higher rates for higher levels of water consumption. But in areas that are working hard to revitalize their 
economies, such as the Springfield region, tiered water rates could serve to dampen economic 
competitiveness, sending prospective newcomers elsewhere despite otherwise having the advantage of 
an ample, high-quality water supply. The lost opportunity and economic revitalization would again 
primarily impact the lowest-income residents. 

4. Proposed regulations present adverse water quality impacts 

MassDEP has stated this proposed regulation is to “assure public health and safety.” Yet these 
Amendments will adversely impact water quality negatively impacting public health. This is critical 
problem for our water system, which has had sporadic elevated disinfection byproducts (DBPs), 
specifically haloacetic acids (HAA5).  

Water age in a water system increases when consumption demand drops. DBPs develop when chlorine 
interacts with organics in the water, and the DBPs increase with water age.  In addition, during the 
summer months the organics in drinking water increase correlating to elevated DBPs.  More extreme 
precipitation events have also led to higher organics levels in our reservoir.   

Reducing water age is one of the main strategies to limit formation of DBPs in the distribution system. 
On the following page is an illustration (Figure 2) showing the relationship between water demand and 
levels of HAA5. The correlation is clear – as water demand increases, water age decreases and HAA5 
levels are mitigated.  
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Figure 2 – System Demand and HAA5 Formation 

 

 

If we are required to restrict water use during dry periods, even when our reservoir is at no risk of 
depletion, to protect public health we will have to flush the water that we are “conserving” due to water 
restrictions out into the street.  This does not make any logical sense for our system and does not result 
in any water conservation. 

The impacts will be two-fold:  first, revenue will be lost on water not used because of restrictions that 
will be flushed to lower water age and maintain water quality.  Second, the Commission would need to 
enforce water use restrictions while simultaneously (and visibly) flushing water from hydrants to storm 
drains on city streets. During summer months the Commission typically flushes 1.1 MGD. This is about 
the same amount of water that would have been conserved in 2016 if drought restrictions were in place 
and water consumption was decreased by 10%. To compensate for the lack of water flowing to outdoor 
water uses, we would have to increase flushing by double, to 2.2 MGD, to maintain favorable conditions 
in the distribution system. Some customers already contact the Commission each summer to report 
flushing as a “waste,” not understanding the role of flushing in water quality. The resulting confusion 
and resentment among the customer base could make enforcing future water use restrictions 
(particularly if water supplies really are stressed) more contentious.   

5. Proposed Amendments Undermine System-wide Climate Resiliency 

We recognize that some public water systems in other areas of the state are experiencing stressed 
supplies. Yet the “one size fits all approach” these regulations present seem ill-suited to areas like ours 
with vastly different watersheds and development patterns. For our system, renewing aging 
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infrastructure is critical to achieving resiliency and service reliability in the face of all climate risks. 
Reducing climate risk expands beyond drought – infrastructure must be able to withstand more extreme 
weather, treatment plants must meet new regulations that arise out of new environmental conditions, 
and utilities must maintain affordability for its customer base. Climate resiliency embodies equity 
considerations as well, since often the oldest infrastructure is located within Environmental Justice 
communities, making those residents more vulnerable to loss of essential services.  

The Commission’s 20-year capital improvement program was adopted to build resiliency and ensure 
service reliability. In order to accelerate critically needed projects while maintaining affordability, the 
Commission has obtained highly competitive federal WIFIA and state SRF loans – which will need to be 
repaid. By restricting the use of water unnecessarily, these proposed amendments will undermine the 
very funding needed to achieve system-wide resiliency with little to no meaningful benefit in exchange. 

6. Conclusion 

The Commission understands the importance of water conservation, and supports water use restrictions 
that are system-specific and science-based. The proposed amendments, however, are flawed as crafted 
and will not achieve their stated purpose of protecting public water supplies. We offer the following for 
consideration: 

• Require that each water supplier prepare a system specific Drought Management Plan, rather 
than rely on a broad-based, regional drought declaration.  This could be required by revising the 
Drinking Water Regulations (310 CMR 22.00). 
 

• The definition of Multi-Year Drought Storage appears to lack scientific rigor and does not appear 
to be based on science or any water system operational best practices.  It also appears that no 
registered water suppliers meet this definition, except for one very large system. As stated 
above, we recommend requiring an individual DMP for each water supplier, negating the need 
for the term Multi-Year Drought Storage. 
 

• The proposed Amendments would result in financial hardships to the Commission and our 
customers.  Restricting water use, based on regional factors, would result in about a $3M 
reduction in water revenues just for Level 1 or 2 restrictions, during times when our water 
supply does not need to restrict water use based on our system-specific DMP.   
 

• The proposed Amendments would result in an increase in water age and in system DBPs. There 
is also the potential to create public perception issues by requiring (unnecessary) water use 
restrictions, while we are flushing hydrants in various locations through the distribution system 
to reduce water age and reduce DBPs.  
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The Commission appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed amendments to the WMA 
Regulations and trust that these will be thoughtfully considered. Please contact me directly with any 
questions. 

Sincerely, 

 
 
Joshua D. Schimmel 
Executive Director 
Springfield Water and Sewer Commission 
 

CC:  Commissioner Martin Suuberg, MassDEP 
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   T O W N   O F   W E L L E S L E Y M A S S A C H U S E T T S 
 
 
 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
20 MUNICIPAL WAY • WELLESLEY, MA 02481-4925 

 
DAVID A. COHEN TELEPHONE  (781) 235-7600 
DIRECTOR FACSIMILE  (781) 237-1936 
 DPW@WELLESLEYMA.GOV 
 
July 26, 2021 
 
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Resource Protection – Water Management Act Program 
One Winter Street, 5th Floor 
Boston, MA  02108 
 
RE: Proposed Amendments to 310 CMR 36.00 – Conditions on WMA Registrations 
VIA EMAIL TO:  dep.talks@mass.gov 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
On behalf of the Town of Wellesley Department of Public Works’ Water & Sewer Division, I 
submit the following comments regarding proposed changes to the Water Management Act 
Regulations, 310 CMR 36.00.   
 
The Wellesley Water & Sewer Division (Public Water Supplier ID #3317000) has worked since 
1884 to provide clean, safe water in sufficient quantity and with sufficient pressure for the 
ongoing health and safety of our customers and of our community.  We endeavor to be a leader 
and partner in our region in support of protecting of the environment and promoting wise water 
use, especially during times of drought. In this spirit we urge you to reconsider the proposed 
WMA changes that we believe will not achieve their intended purpose and will have unintended 
negative impacts on public water suppliers. 
 
Promulgating statewide regulations that ignore the unique characteristics of each water system is 
problematic on a number of fronts.  We support the comments that are being submitted by 
Massachusetts Water Works Association (MWWA) that explain our shared concerns. Along with 
the MWWA, we urge MassDEP to withdraw these proposed regulations.   
 
I submit the follow reasons why the proposed regulations are not suitable, not effective, and 
potentially counter-productive to the overall public health and safety goals of public water 
suppliers including the Town of Wellesley.  
 
OUR WATER USE IS ALREADY WELL BELOW OUR REGISTERED LIMIT 
Our water system is registered for 2.62 million gallons per Day.  Since 2010, our annual average 
use from our local supplies has been approximately 1.87 million gallons per day, well under 
our registered volume.  Although our summer demand is typically much higher than our winter 
demand, we are a partial MWRA community, and the water that we purchase from the MWRA is 
our primary means to meet our summer water demand.  Since most of our summer water use is  

mailto:dep.talks@mass.gov
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supplied by the MWRA, it makes much more sense for us to follow whatever drought 
management plan the MWRA may need to enact based upon the conditions of their supply.  In 
the summertime, restrictions placed on us based on any other criteria are flawed if they don’t 
acknowledge the status of the MWRA supply. 
 
LOCAL CONSERVATION AND DROUGHT MANAGEMENT PLANS MAKE MORE 
SENSE 
We appreciate the sentiment of creating a “level playing field,” while also having plans in place 
that are easy to understand and implement.  However, each system has unique characteristics that 
need to be considered to make any plan most effective. Storage capacity, pumping capacity, 
condition of infrastructure, existing treatment techniques, community usage patterns and 
requirements, and other factors should all be considered in customizing plans for a particular 
system. 
 
We are very mindful of all water use in Wellesley, especially when other communities may be 
experiencing challenges or restrictions. We are committed to being a good neighbor and ensuring 
that our water is not wasted, and that use does not negatively impact our upstream or 
downstream neighbors.  Since most of our increased summer water demand is service from the 
MWRA, there is virtually no significant additional stress to local waterways and aquifers.  The 
restrictions in the proposed regulations would therefore not be effective in accomplishing the 
stated goals.  Obviously, if the MWRA were experiencing some type of supply issue, we would 
need to work with them to adopt whatever restrictions might be required, whether or not 
restrictions on our registration compelled us to do so. 
 
Even though we do not currently fall under any regulatory mandate, Wellesley has an established 
program for water conservation that has evolved over time and is implemented when warranted 
due to local conditions.  In the past several years, we have asked for voluntary restrictions when 
our supplies were stressed.  For example, in 2016 we asked for voluntary reductions from our 
highest users.  In 2020 we asked for voluntary reductions from all users.  In both cases, these 
measures were successful in helping us avoid the need for mandatory restrictions and helped us 
ensure that we could provide sufficient supply to our customers.   
 
This year, we enacted mandatory restrictions to offset supply reductions caused when one of 
our treatment plants was required to go offline due to elevated levels of PFAS6. We have so far 
avoided additional restrictions (helped along by some additional rainfall this year), and we 
believe our current restrictions will pave the way for expanding our general conservation efforts 
as we move forward.  The Town has the authority to adopt further restrictions and will choose to 
do so if, but only if, actually needed. 
 
AN EXEMPTION SHOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR THOSE WITH AN ACCEPTABLE 
DROUGHT MANAGEMENT PLAN 
While MassDEP is offering the possibility of an exemption from its proposed regulatory 
requirements, the criteria for exemption—especially the requirement for multi-year storage of no 
less than three times a Registrant’s authorized withdrawal—make that offer illusory:  Only one 
public water system in the state will likely qualify.   
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Public water systems should have the ability to create system-specific drought management plans 
that reflect their capacity and have response actions that are tied to various locally appropriate 
trigger points.  At a minimum, therefore, local drought preparedness and response plans that 
address actual local need should qualify registrants for exemption from the proposed regulations.  
 
POTENTIAL UNINTENDED HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSEQUENCES 
Our core responsibility as water suppliers is to provide the most essential service to our 
customers - clean, safe drinking water.  We are environmental stewards of the water resources in 
our communities and, without adequate protection of our resources, we would not be able to 
provide the service we do.  We take this very seriously and we adhere to rigorous water quality 
standards established under the Safe Drinking Water Act to ensure protection of public health.  
We play a key role in providing fire protection within the community; and for that reason, 
storage reservoirs must be kept full and system pressure maintained, whether or not MassDEP 
requires us to curtail our customers’ water usage and whether or not such a curtailment helps us 
to achieve our water management objectives.   
 
We must constantly balance water quality and quantity demands, especially during the summer 
months.  We therefore urge the Department to consider the unintended water quality 
consequences—particularly related to the age of water in our system—that could occur should 
we have to comply with sudden conditions restricting water use.  It would be most unfortunate to 
have to expand our hydrant flushing program to respond to water quality issues caused by 
reduced flow at the same time that we are enforcing water restrictions.  This unintended 
consequence of the proposed restrictions would not only result in wasted water, but would also 
erode our customers’ confidence in our conservation message. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPACTS 
While not our primary concern, it is still important to understand the financial impacts of the 
proposed restrictions on our customer—and especially upon those customers that can least afford 
to pay the on-going fixed costs of operating our system. 
 
The proposed regulations will create unnecessary shifts in our revenue structure, which we count 
on to make continued investments in infrastructure improvements to improve system reliability 
and and resiliency, while spreading the costs equitably among all users by asking our highest 
users to pay higher rates for the additional water they use.   
 
We have no objection to adopting restrictions when they will have beneficial effects on our 
supply or on the surrounding environment.  However, we strongly oppose putting in place 
restrictions that potentially have no effect on either our supplies or the natural environment.   
 
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT AFFIRMED THAT WITHDRAWALS COULD NOT BE 
INFRINGED UPON 
Finally, in the Fairhaven1 case, the Supreme Judicial Court affirmed that MassDEP cannot 
infringe upon the Registrants’ entitlement to existing withdrawals.  The drought conditions that 
MassDEP seeks to impose do, in fact, infringe upon our entitlement to our existing withdrawals 
by limiting our ability to sell that water during a drought.  Also, M.G.L. c.21, §3 requires  
                                                 
1 Water Dep’t of Fairhaven v. Dep’t of Env’t Prot., 455 Mass. 740, 751 (2010). 
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consultation with the Water Resources Management Advisory Committee before DEP can adopt 
any regulations under the Water Management Act (WMA).  To our knowledge, MassDEP has 
not yet done so.2 
 
IN CONCLUSION, THE WELLESLEY WATER & SEWER DIVISION believes it has 
been shown that the proposed regulations will not foster water system resiliency, and will, in 
fact, be detrimental by limiting revenues needed to maintain and upgrade our water system.  We 
request that MassDEP withdraw these proposed regulations as they are not necessary and will be 
counterproductive.  Instead, we ask that the Department work with MWWA and Public Water 
Systems on the creation of system-specific drought plans and other measures that will yield more 
meaningful and tangible results toward increasing water system resiliency. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
David A. Cohen, Director 
Town of Wellesley Department of Public Works 
 
cc:   Jeffrey P. Wechsler, Chair, Town of Wellesley Board of Public Works 
 Meghan Jop, Town of Wellesley Executive Director of General Government Services 

Senator Rebecca Rausch 
Senator Cynthia Stone Creem 
Representative Alice Hanlon Peisch 

                                                 
2 This procedural error be erased by convening the Committee, holding a meeting in conformance with the Open 
Meeting Law, and obtaining a vote on the Department’s fully formed regulations.  Rather, the WMA requires that 
the regulations be developed “after consultation with” the Committee—not before—and with its active 
participation and advice.   
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July 26, 2021 
 
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Resource Protection – Water Management Act Program 
One Winter Street, 5th Floor 
Boston, MA  02108 
 
RE: Proposed Amendments to 310 CMR 36.00 – Conditions on WMA Registrations 
VIA EMAIL TO:  dep.talks@mass.gov 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
The City of Worcester Department of Public Works & Parks, Water Supply Division offers the 
following comments on MassDEP’s proposed changes to the Water Management Act 
Regulations at 310 CMR 36.00.  These changes would add conditions to Water Management 
Act (WMA) registrations which have heretofore been unconditioned, other than measuring and 
reporting requirements, since the inception of the WMA in 1986.  For a full accounting and 
comprehensive review of all of our concerns with the proposed regulatory changes we refer you 
to comments submitted by the Massachusetts Water Works Association. 
 
The City of Worcester holds two registrations under the WMA with one covering withdrawal 
points in the Blackstone Basin and the other in the Nashua Basin.  The City also has a permit 
for additional withdrawals from the Nashua Basin and is therefore already subject to potential 
permit conditions related to times of drought.  While Worcester may not be directly impacted by 
these regulatory changes owing to our permit, we remain concerned about the precedent being 
set (i.e., conditioning registrations) and the purpose of these proposed changes. 
 
The proposed regulatory changes are unnecessary, will fail to produce any meaningful 
outcomes and may be detrimental to the operation of public water systems.  Any new regulatory 
initiative should only be advanced in order to solve a problem that is otherwise unsolvable and 
the results of such an effort should be meaningful outcomes that support the purpose of the 
regulation.  The benefits of regulations should also outweigh the costs or risks imposed by the 
new rules.  MassDEP’s proposed regulations to condition WMA registrations fail on all three 
counts.   
 
The proposed rules do not solve any problems.  In fact, the rules appear designed to address a 
problem that does not exist, that being, registered-only water systems are flagrantly wasting 
water and must be controlled through regulation.  MassDEP’s own data clearly shows that 
registered-only systems are virtually the same as, if not slightly better than, permitted systems in 
terms of water use efficiency measures (i.e., RGPCD, %UAW).  Nothing suggests that 
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registered-only systems are more likely to have water supply issues during a drought.  
Registered-only systems continue to use less water than they did 36 years ago and that 
indicates that they are managing their water supplies effectively. 
 
The proposed rules will not produce meaningful outcomes.  Rules designed to address a non-
existent problem cannot result in an improvement in anything.  These regulations are a solution 
in search of a problem, designed to appease advocates and satisfy a distaste for lawn watering.  
Banning lawn watering following a state declaration based on a new formula for drought 
determinations that assures an almost annual drought is about optics and perceptions, not 
science, sound public policy or effective solutions. 
 
The benefits of the regulations will not outweigh the costs and risks to public water systems, 
communities and their ratepayers.  There will not be any benefits to be seen but there will be 
costs and revenue loss associated with the unnecessary restrictions on outdoor water use when 
the state declares a drought. 
 
Worcester’s recent history in dealing with drought illustrates our perspective.  The drought of 
2016 was the most severe faced by the City since the 1960’s.  Worcester implemented its 
Drought Management Plan, which uses reservoir storage as a trigger and implements water use 
restrictions in a stepwise fashion with each step having more severe limits on water use.  The 
City started with an advisory, then implemented odd-even lawn watering limits and finally an 
outright ban on lawn watering and other outdoor water use.  Implementation was labor-intensive 
and came at the expense of other programs and operational needs.  Public education, press 
releases, reports, inspections and handling numerous inquiries was a full time job for two middle 
managers and part time for a multitude of staff.  Our goal was to reduce demand so that existing 
supplies could be maintained until normal rainfall returned but to also assure that combined 
reservoir storage did not go below 50% capacity.  While these efforts did reduce demand, the 
drought continued and it was the lack of rainfall, not excessive water use, which ultimately 
prompted the City to activate its emergency supply and purchase water from MWRA.  This is an 
assured supplemental source of water to our reservoirs, rather than an uncertain decrease in 
withdrawals from our reservoirs that was necessary to keep the Worcester reservoir system at 
reliable operational levels. 
 
Looking back at 2016, what if we had banned lawn watering altogether earlier in the summer?  
Would that have markedly improved our situation by September?  Analyzing the data and 
assuming our summer use for June, July and August was equal to our average winter use, a 
very unrealistic and unachievable scenario, it was found that by September 1, 2016 the 
reservoir system would have been at 61% capacity versus the 55% actually experienced.  This 
marginal improvement, in an extreme case, suggests a lawn watering ban as envisioned in the 
proposed regulations, would have served little purpose in Worcester while creating a revenue 
shortfall over $2 million and adding to even more staff diversions and related costs.  Other urban 
areas across Massachusetts would likely see similar outcomes since lawn watering may be a 
revenue booster during dry years but limiting lawn watering would not have very much bearing 
on available water supply.  Keep in mind that Worcester, even with watering bans, is still 
supplying about 20 million gallons per day. 
 
Moving forward to 2021, a much less severe drought was affecting the area.  Worcester 
reservoirs were 95% full on April 1, 2021 despite a very dry month of March, 99% full on May 1, 
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2021 and 104.2% full June 1, 2021, the highest June 1st capacity since 1989.  Yet the 
Commonwealth had declared central Massachusetts to be in a level 1 drought in May.  With the 
proposed regulations in effect the City of Worcester would have been implementing severe lawn 
watering restrictions despite having reservoirs 99% full!  This would be inexplicable to the public, 
the very people for whom we, as public servants, are working.  Water systems, like Worcester’s 
are unique and management of these systems is best achieved through local plans, not 
statewide declarations. 
 
Finally, the repeated narrative that these regulations are needed to level the playing field is 
simply breathtaking. This may be one of the least credible statements from state officials that I 
can recall.  It begins with the false notion that registered only systems are poor water managers 
who must be controlled through regulations.  Then criteria is manufactured that allows only one 
water system to get an exemption from these regulations and that system happens to be the 
single largest registered-only system in the state.  How can that be done followed by a claim 
these regulations level the playing field?  I do not believe MWRA should be subject to these 
regulations as they have an effective drought plan and a lawn watering mandate would 
accomplish nothing for them.  But there are other systems in that same position who should also 
be able to implement their own plans based on their own local circumstances.  MassDEP is 
strongly urged to change these regulations and allow use of local drought triggers and local 
drought plan implementation.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.  Please contact me if you have any questions. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Philip D. Guerin 
Director of Water & Sewer Operations  
 
 



   
  

July 22, 2021  

  

By email to dep.talks@mass.gov  

  

Massachusetts DEP 

Bureau of Resource Protection - Water Management Program 

One Winter Street, 5th Floor 

Boston, MA 02108 

 

Attention: WMA Regulations 

 

RE: Comments to Proposed Amendments to 310 CMR 36.00 – Conditions on Water 

Management Act Registrations 

  

To Whom It May Concern:   

  

Associated Industries of Massachusetts (AIM) is pleased to comment on the above proposed 

regulations. The proposed regulations, which primarily make changes to the drought 

management requirements for facilities which currently have Water Registrations were released 

on June 2, 2021. Comments are due by July 26, 2021.   

  

AIM is the largest general trade association in Massachusetts. AIM’s mission is to promote the 

prosperity of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts by improving the economic climate, 

proactively advocating fair, and equitable public policy, and providing relevant, reliable 

information and excellent services. While Water Registrations held by industrial users are 

generally exempt from these proposed regulations since their water use would be considered 

essential to their business, other AIM members are not exempt. Additionally, virtually all AIM 

members have an interest in this issue since it may impact the price of water and limit their 

ability to expand their operations.   

 

The Regulatory Process Should be Suspended in Order to Include Additional Stakeholder 

Input and Analysis and Consider Possible Alternatives to this Rulemaking 

 

Originally, the proposed regulations were on a fast track to become final by December 31, 2021. 

This was because the existing 10-year Water Registrations are expiring, and new regulations 

would need to be adopted by then or else changes would have to wait another 10 years, when the 

Registrations renewed again.  

 

Since the release of these proposed regulations, DEP has determined that Covid-19 Order 42 

tolls existing Water Registrations for an additional 462 days and now they will not expire until 

April 7, 2023.  
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As a result, we urge DEP to carefully consider comments to these proposed regulations and 

conduct more thorough stakeholder outreach before any changes to the Registrations are made. 

In fact, if DEP uses the time wisely and works with Public Water Systems on effective drought 

management plans cooperatively, DEP may find that they don’t have to issue new regulations at 

all. This alternative partnership approach may, in fact, result in a better outcome.   

 

Since the current active Registrations will remain unchanged until April 2023, delaying will in 

no way harm the environment. Oddly, if DEP continues with their current schedule, regulations 

that are final in December 2021 will not be applicable to Registrants for nearly 18 months, an 

enormous amount of time. Certainly, a robust partnership working on viable solutions would be 

better than releasing regulations that may be outdated by the time they are applicable.  

 

AIM fully understands the need to conserve water, even before droughts happen. However, given 

the importance of these regulations and their impact on businesses and municipalities, this 

review and ultimate regulation need to be fact-based and defensible. Therefore, we believe a 

delay with a robust stakeholder process will result in a better regulatory framework and better 

protection for the environment as any new requirements will be based on even more updated 

information.   

 

Water Use Has Generally Declined Since Last Registration Allowing Flexibility 

 

It is abundantly clear that since the last time Water Registrations were issued that water use by 

Registrants has declined, with some registered withdrawals at zero as they have interconnected to 

the MWRA system. This trend of water savings is likely to continue, particularly with the 

enactment of water saving code updates (supported by AIM) in the recently signed An Act 

Creating a Next-generation Roadmap for Massachusetts Climate Policy (Chapter 8 of the Acts 

of 2021). This recent enactment shows that Massachusetts is taking water quality and water use 

seriously.  

 

This decline in water use should be considered in developing the final regulatory process. In fact, 

it should be considered in the analysis as to whether to issue regulations at all. Virtually no 

Registrants are using their full allotment, which changes the data assumptions.    

 

The Definitions of Non-essential Uses in Section 36.03 Needs to be Expanded to Eliminate 

Confusion and Business Disruption 

 

The proposed definition is as follows. 

 

Nonessential Outdoor Water Use means uses that are not required:  

(a) for health or safety reasons.  

(b) by statute or regulation.  

(c) to produce food, including vegetable gardens, and fiber.  

(d) for the maintenance of livestock.  

(e) to meet the core functions of a business including but not limited to:  
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1. plant nurseries as necessary to maintain stock.  

2. golf courses as necessary to maintain greens and tees, and limited fairway 

watering per 310 CMR 36.07(2)(c)2.a. through d.  

3. golf courses with an event venue as part of the core business, when limited to 

watering by hand-held hose or drip irrigation as necessary to maintain gardens, 

flowers, and ornamental plants.  

4. professional washing of exterior building surfaces, parking lots, driveways 

and/or sidewalks as necessary to apply surface treatments such as paint, 

preservatives, stucco, pavement, or cement during construction, reconstruction, or 

renovation work.  

(f) for irrigation of public parks and public recreation fields; or  

(g) to establish a new lawn as necessary to stabilize soil in response to new construction 

or following the repair or replacement of a Title 5 system. 

 

 

AIM recognizes the difficulty in predicting what types of businesses will be operating in 

Massachusetts over the next 12 years. However, Section (e) only lists a few core business 

functions, and two are specific to golf courses. While the section does say that the core business 

functions are not limited to just those listed, we think there is still enough uncertainty in this 

section that some businesses could be impacted if droughts become more common or more 
common out of normal drought months. The vagueness in this section could be used to stop 

activities that some people may have assumed were considered core or essential.   

 

For instance, while golf courses are mentioned, other entertainment venues, such as ski resorts 

are not. Neither are water parks nor temporary event structures that use water - perhaps 

temporary pools or sprinklers during hot weather.  

 

Similarly, while snowmaking at a ski resort in the winter could be deemed essential, would that 

also mean snowmaking for an ancillary activity in non-slope areas would also be essential, since 

it is essential to the resort experience? And what if a ski area has year-round activities, requiring 

the use of water for summer events, or wants to add water park type features?  

 

What if a golf course or non-ski area decides to try snowmaking for some special event? For 

instance, in recent years, Fenway Park, clearly a summer venue, was used for skiing activities, 

blurring the line between typical and non-typical event activities. The reason we raise this issue 

is that the Massachusetts drought plan has very sensitive metrics which deemed parts of the 

Commonwealth to be in a drought condition during November/December of 2020 and again in 

March 2021, non-summer months when these activities could be occurring. It is conceivable that 

there may be questions about such activities being “essential” and allowed during a “drought” 

and we think removing any ambiguity would help enormously.     

 

In fact, this section is arguably one of the most important in the proposed regulation as it could 

lead to lawsuits, noncompliance, or surprise curtailment of business. Therefore, it needs to be 

expanded for clarity. As time goes on, the line between “seasonal” business operations will 
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likely change and DEP needs to encourage stakeholder input to offer companies certainty for 

their investments.   

 

Unnecessarily Curtailing Seasonal Water Use Will Lead to Revenue Shortfalls, Inhibiting 

Investment in the Water System  

 

Businesses in Massachusetts depend on reliable water service, especially those that rely on water 

as a core to their business function like pharmaceutical and biotech companies. The quality and 

quantity of water resources in Massachusetts has made Massachusetts a desirable location to 

attract those businesses. It is a fact that decreasing the amount of water that can be sold by a 

municipality will lead to lower revenues. That means less ability to invest in the water system 

infrastructure or clean contaminated sources, such as those contaminated with Per- and 

polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS). Clean water is clearly a public health issue, but it is also an 

economic advantage for the Commonwealth.    

 

Seasonal water use (primarily summer) brings more marginal revenue to the town, since most 

water systems have high fixed costs covered by average year-round demand. And this seasonal 

use is normally paid by customers who can afford such use – in effect subsidizing others. 

Further, with new requirements surrounding PFAS contamination, water revenues for continued 

investment are likely to become far more important.  
 

While seasonal rates are an option, in fact such rates have the same revenue impact as limiting 

water use – in that they could lead to lower revenues. That is because as water rates rise, some 

customers will in fact reduce their water use. Losing this increased revenue will require an 

increase in water rates to pay for the lost revenue and we are concerned that increases could be 

disproportionately targeted to commercial customers to keep rates lower for residents. Further it 

should be noted that these increases will be needed just to maintain the status quo, not to further 

improve water infrastructure.   

  

This does not mean of course that DEP should allow systems to waste water just for the purpose 

of increasing revenue. But it does mean that DEP needs to get the balance right with drought 

conditions specific enough that they are targeted to address real water quality or water system 

capacity concerns in the specific areas.  

 

Further, we believe that most water systems already use their water wisely and have their own 

specific restrictions, as it is in their best interest to provide their customers with adequate high-

quality water for decades. A one size fits all approach may not work. It is best to provide 

municipalities with the flexibility to develop their own restrictions which work for their local 

populations and local circumstances.   

 

The irony is that while municipal water supplies may be subject to new restrictions, those who 

can afford private wells are not regulated, and many times they draw from the same source. 
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Summary 

 

Climate change is bringing new challenges to everyone and as the weather gets more 

unpredictable and hotter, changes in the way water is needed or used will likely be subject to 

more debate. AIM applauds DEP’s foresight to help everyone conserve this precious resource. 

Not one drop of water should be wasted by anyone, particularly in areas where droughts are 

likely or environmental concerns persist.   

 

However, there are real world impacts to the residents and businesses that are subject to 

changing rules.   

 

DEP can get this right because we believe that every stakeholder – municipalities, businesses and 

the environmental community wants to get it right and in fact needs to get it right to avoid 

unintended consequences that may hurt customers or the environment.  

 

The best option at this time is for DEP to retract these proposed regulations and establish a new 

schedule which takes the tolling period into account and begin a robust stakeholder process. That 

delay will not harm the environment yet will be the best way to prepare for a decade or more of 

responsible water use. 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these proposed regulations. 

 

Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

 
Robert A. Rio, Esq. 

Senior Vice President and Counsel 

Government Affairs 
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Whitman’s Pond (South Cove), Weymouth’s secondary water supply, to supplement Weymouth’s primary water supply 
Great Pond have been an issue that is part of Weymouth’s water management by the Department of Public Works. The 
Washington Street Pumping Station must not pump water out of South Cove to Great Pond during the herring in 
migration end of March - early June for the health of the fish and to prevent fish kill in the pumps as seen in the past. 
This coordination is between the Weymouth Herring Wardens, Mass Division of Fisheries and Weymouth DPW. BRWA is 
working with the town to remove the Old Swamp River( SNUP Dam ) at Libby Park for increasing herring migration at 
that location and the Mill River. 
 
Thank You. 
 
 
 
 
 

Linda J DiAngelo,  
President Back River Watershed Association 

 
 
 

 



 

 

July 7, 2021 

Comment from the Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor 
regarding the Proposed Amendment to the Massachusetts Water Resources 
Management Program Regulations (310 CMR 36.00) 

The Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor, Inc., (BHC) works with community 
partners to preserve and promote the Valley’s historic, cultural, natural, and recreational 
resources for current and future generations. Blackstone River Valley National Heritage 
Corridor, Inc. (BHC) is a nonprofit 501 (c)(3) corporation, successor of the former federal 
commission for the Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor. BHC is committed to 
the long-term vitality and pride of the region by partnering with municipalities, nonprofits, 
businesses and residents to restore, retain and reinvigorate the Valley by providing support and 
services throughout the 25 Massachusetts and Rhode Island towns and cities of the National 
Heritage Corridor. Therefore our comments will focus on the Blackstone River watershed. 

At first glance, the Blackstone River seems completely ordinary. It is not very long or very wide. 
But along the banks of the Blackstone, the American Industrial Revolution was born, and the 
Blackstone became known as America’s “hardest working river.” 

The Blackstone was formed about 10,000 years ago during the last Ice Age. A massive glacier 
slowly made a U-shaped valley with a flat bottom and steep walls. As it melted, the glacier became 
the first waters of the Blackstone River. 

The Blackstone travels about 48 miles from its headwaters in Worcester, MA, to the Pawtucket 
Falls in Pawtucket, RI. During the Blackstone’s journey it drops 438 feet, about 9 ½ feet every 
mile. The river’s steady drop made it a great source for waterpower. Dams were built across the 
river to squeeze that drop into a waterfall at a single point. Water was taken out of the river just 
above the dams and run into the mills. In the mills, the weight of the water dropping over 
waterwheels provided the power to run the mills. The dams also created ponds or reservoirs that 
gave the mills a supply of water all year long. 

By the mid-1800s, the Blackstone River and its tributaries were home to over one hundred mills 
and mill villages, making it one of the busiest industrial areas in the United States. But 
industrialization caused problems. Pollution flooded the river, especially heavy metals that kept 
dye from washing out of cloth. These heavy metals sank into the river bottom and are still a source 



of pollution in the river today. The river also became a dumping ground for trash. By the 1960s, 
the Blackstone was one of the most polluted rivers in the United States. 

However, the local people did not stand by and let their river be a sewer. A grassroots group, later 
named ZAP!, worked hard to stop further pollution of the river and to remove the garbage that 
others had dumped. Their work paid off, and the river’s health keeps getting better. 

Each year, generally in August, the flow of the Blackstone River is reduced as drought conditions 
become more acute.  This has a negative impact of wildlife in and near the river and significantly 
reduces recreational opportunities for residents and visitors to the Blackstone Valley. 

During those periods, we believe it is in the public interest, for protection of endangered species, 
and to support ongoing efforts to improve water quality in the Blackstone, that greater control – 
based on science – is necessary.  As river flows ebb, the concentration of pollutants becomes even 
more concentrated and withdrawal of water for non-essential purposes aggravates the quality of 
the water. 

Therefore, on behalf of the Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor, Inc., we 
respectfully urge the Department of Environmental Protection to adopt the proposed amendment 
to the Massachusetts Water Resources Management Program Regulations (310 CMR 36.00) 

Sincerely, 

RICHARD T, MOORE 

Board Chair, Blackstone Heritage Corridor, Inc. 

670 Linwood Avenue, Unit 10 

Whitinsville, MA 01588 

617-413-7734 

 



 
 
July 22, 2021 
 
Richard Chase 
MassDEP 
Bureau of Water Resources - Watershed Planning Program 
8 New Bond Street 
Worcester, MA 01606 
 
Dear Mr. Chase: 
 
Additional Comment from the Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor 
regarding the Proposed Amendment to the Massachusetts Water Resources Management 
Program Regulations (310 CMR 36.00) 
 
 
The Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor, Inc., (BHC) works with community 
partners to preserve and promote the Valley’s historic, cultural, natural, and recreational 
resources for current and future generations. Blackstone River Valley National Heritage 
Corridor, Inc. (BHC) is a nonprofit 501 (c)(3) corporation, successor of the former federal 
commission for the Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor. BHC is committed to 
the long-term vitality and pride of the region by partnering with municipalities, nonprofits, 
businesses and residents to restore, retain and reinvigorate the Valley by providing support and 
services throughout the 25 Massachusetts and Rhode Island towns and cities of the National 
Heritage Corridor. 
 
Upon further review, the Blackstone Heritage Corridor submits these comments in addition to 
our comments of July 7, 2021.  
 
The good news is that we are currently not in a drought throughout most of the state, but with the 
rapidly changing conditions we face, that situation is no doubt temporary. Therefore, we do 
strongly support the proposed amendment to the WMA regulations that would add a new 
condition to registrations that would restrict nonessential outdoor water use by registrants during 
times of drought declared by the Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs. In addition, we 
agree with and support the following comments provided by the Massachusetts Rivers Alliance: 
 



DEP must create a more comprehensive water management system that is 
preventative rather than reactive. Conditioning water registrations during drought is 
the minimum of what DEP could do to protect our water resources from excessive 
withdrawals. Water conservation should occur in advance of a drought, not just when the impacts 
of drought are already here. 
 
* Specifically, DEP should add water conservation requirements for withdrawals in 
severely stressed sub-basins, defined by DEP as groundwater and/or biological 
category 4 and 5. Regulating registrations only during drought in these highly impacted 
areas is too late and will do little to improve their condition. It is unconscionable that 
registrations in these sub-basins will remain exempt from common sense standard water 
conservation under DEP’s proposed regulation under most circumstances 
 
* This step is long overdue, and has limited scope. These regulations only apply to 
nonessential outdoor water use for registered-only public water withdrawals above 
100,000 MGD. This sector of withdrawals certainly should be required to conserve water during 
droughts, as permittees are already required to do, however MassDEP must think bigger. 
 
* Allowing 24 months to implement these regulations is too long a delay. Our state is 
likely to experience more extremely dry conditions before then, which could be mitigated 
by these conservation measures. 
 
* Failure to promulgate at least these regulations, if not stronger measures, would 
violate the Water Management Act and Public Trust Doctrine. MassDEP must act 
swiftly and comprehensively in order to comply with current law. Mass Rivers petition in 
2017 stated this, and in the years since, our state has experienced record low 
stream flows, demonstrating the dire need for water management reform. 
 
Thank you for considering our comments. Please contact us if you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Donna Williams, Member, BHC Board of Directors 
Richard T. Moore, Chair, BHC Board of Directors 
 
Blackstone River Valley National Heritage Corridor, Inc.’ 
Linwood Mill, 670 Linwood Avenue 
Whitinsville, MA 01588 
(508) 234 - 4242 
 
 





 

                                                      



                                                      



                                                      



                                                      



                                                      



                                                      



                                                      



Connecticut River  Clean water. Healthy habitat. Thriving communities. 

Conservancy  15 Bank Row, Greenfield, MA 01301 

413.772.2020 ∙ www.ctriver.org 
 

 

 
July 21, 2021 

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Resource Protection –Water Management Program 
One Winter Street, 5thfloor 
Boston, MA  02108   
Attention: WMA Regulations 
 
Submitted via email to dep.talks@mass.gov  
 
Re:  Connecticut River Conservancy Comments on Draft Changes to Water Management Act 
Regulations 314 CMR 36  

Dear MassDEP, 

The Connecticut River Conservancy (CRC) is a nonprofit citizen group established in 1952 as the 
Connecticut River Watershed Council to advocate for the protection, restoration, and sustainable use of 
the Connecticut River and its four‐state watershed.  The Connecticut River and its tributaries (including 
the Deerfield, Millers, Chicopee, Farmington, and Westfield basins) take up approximately one‐third of 
the land area of Massachusetts.  The rivers in our watershed are used as drinking water reservoirs for 
the two largest municipal systems in the state (MWRA and Springfield Water and Sewer Commission) as 
well as several smaller systems.  Our rivers are also heavily manipulated for hydropower use and flood 
control, and are also used as cooling water for a dwindling number of power plants, discharge for 
wastewater treatment, large and small irrigation, and there are many areas that rely on private wells for 
drinking water.  The need to balance societal needs and uses of the water vs. maintaining as natural a 
river ecology as possible is a key component of our work as a watershed organization.  We believe when 
there are regulations in place that ensures this balance, our quality of life, the environment, and our 
economy are enhanced.  

The proposed changes to 310 CMR 36.07 provide resiliency for public water supplies that are 
registration holders under the Water Management Act.  The requirements are straightforward, are 
invoked during a drought, and in a normal year would not require any extra work on behalf of the water 
supply.  The change is akin to a loss of income at the household level and making an effort to cut out 
unnecessary expenses.  Curtailing nonessential water use would simply position a water utility to be 
able to ride out a drought without serious impacts.  The proposed change may or may not benefit rivers 
in a measurable way, but it certainly will benefit communities.  The regulatory changes make sense 
during an era of climate change and should be quickly enacted. 
 
CRC appreciates the opportunity to provide comments.  I can be reached at adonlon@ctriver.org or 
(413) 772‐2020 x.205. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Andrea F. Donlon 
River Steward 
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July 26, 2021 
 
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection  
Bureau of Resource Protection - Water Management Program  
One Winter Street, 5th floor Boston, MA 02108  
Attention: WMA Regulations  
 
To whom it may concern:  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on MassDEP’s proposed amendment to the Water 
Management Act Regulations.  ELM has supported imposing conditions on registered water use 
for years and is pleased to see MassDEP adding a new condition that would restrict nonessential 
outdoor water use during times of declared droughts. 
 
During the past few years, it has become clearer that we are experiencing more severe impacts 
from climate change, including prolonged and more frequent droughts.  The Commonwealth can 
no longer exempt registered users from common sense conditions that will help protect 
streamflow, drinking water supplies and aquatic habitat. 
 
The proposed amendment is a good first step, but we urge MassDEP to go further given the 
current reality of climate change and the need to not only address current issues but to also 
anticipate future scenarios.  Since water registrations are renewed only every ten years, we need 
to do all we can now to ensure healthy, resilient water systems during the next decade.  
We concur with our colleagues at the Mass Rivers Alliance that we need a more comprehensive 
water management system that is pro-active rather than reacting only to what we are 
experiencing now.  That would mean going beyond conditioning registrations during a drought 
and adding conservation requirements in severely stressed sub-basins.  In addition, MassDEP 
should shorten the timeframe for when new WMA regulations are implemented—24 months 
seems overly generous given the serious droughts we experienced in 2016 and 2020.  
 
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
Nancy Goodman 
Vice President for Policy 
 
 

http://www.environmentalleague.org/


 

July 22, 2021 

Duane LeVangie 
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection,  
Bureau of Resource Protection, Water Management Program 
One Winter Street, 5th floor 
Boston, MA 02108 
 
Re: WMA Regulations 
 
Dear Mr. LeVangie: 
 
I am writing today on behalf of the Green Industry Alliance of Massachusetts which is comprised of the 
Massachusetts Arborists Association (MAA), the Massachusetts Association of Landscape Professionals 
(MLP), the Massachusetts Association of Lawn Care Professionals (MALCP), the Irrigation Association 
of New England (IANE), and the Golf Course Superintendents Association of New England (GCSANE).  
Our mission is to promote awareness and educate the public and elected officials in the 
Commonwealth on best practices and professional standards in integrated pest management, lawn 
care and turf management, landscape design and maintenance, arbor care and irrigation, and golf 
course care. 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to offer our comments and look forward to working with you to 
develop regulations that are meaningful and effective.  We would like to take a moment to recognize  
the history we have of working with this Administration on numerous issues, including the fertilizer 
and nutrient management regulations, the recommendations on outdoor watering in the WRC reports, 
and the system interruption device regulations, which we are pleased to see being developed.   
 
We recognize and acknowledge these proposed changes are being applied to the Drought 
Management Plan and we support efforts to conserve water when necessary due to extreme 
conditions.  However, we do see room for improvement and will be offering some detailed suggestions 
that will make these updates more impactful and modern. 
 
Meaningful & Modern Restrictions 
 
The first observation is that using a 1-day per week restriction is overly burdensome and provides no 
guarantee that water will be saved.  By limiting the days per week such a restriction doesn’t directly 
impact the amount of water being used and doesn’t recognize that consumers tend to water more 
than necessary when limited in just this manner.  Limiting the days on its own is an insufficient, 
ineffective method that does not consider best management practices and the best available 
technology as suggested in 9.1 (3) of the most recent Water Conservations Standards. 



 
 
 
In today’s modern world of new technology and controls, DEP regulations should recognize and 
leverage these tools.  A homeowner with a professionally designed and installed irrigation system 
equipped with smart technology and a system interruption device could easily set their controls to not 
exceed a net application of 1-inch per week to the landscape over a period of no more than three days 
per week.  Along these lines, we encourage the DEP to allow for flexibility based on the type of 
irrigation system, as they have done for drip irrigation.  These regulations should also be consistent 
with the statutory definition of a system interruption device and reference the related regulations that 
are being developed. 
 
Flexibility 
 
The proposed, one-size-fits-all approach for water purveyors is simply not adequate.  Individual water 
systems are varied and they should be able to determine what works best for them – they should be 
able to develop their own conservation plans as drought will vary from place to place.  Water systems 
should be measured on the outcomes rather than be regulated on how they achieve those goals. 
 
We are pleased to see, in 36.07 (3), the DEP allows certain registrants to “implement nonessential 
outdoor water use restrictions in accordance with an accepted drought management plan instead of 
the restrictions described in 310 CMR 36.07(2)(c)1”.  We support the notion that individual users are 
best suited to developing plans that meet their own, specific needs and should allow this for any water 
system. 
 
Plans should also be encouraged to include educational and communication-based tools as a means to 
achieve greater conservation results.  Towns and water systems that have a registration requirement 
for those with irrigation systems have a direct link to these users and could include them on drought-
specific alerts.  The Center for Agriculture, Food, and the Environment at UMass Amherst’s Extension 
Turf Program, agrees that “the key to water conservation is education”.  Ultimately, we believe that 
DEP would achieve higher compliance with more education and more reasonable/pragmatic requests 
for users to conserve. 
 
Perspective 
 
While these regulations have received an abundance of input from conservation-centric organizations, 
we believe it is important that the DEP hears from other stakeholders as well to help them find a 
balanced approach to conservation.  As noted during our oral testimony this is not a binary decision, 
and we can achieve conservation while utilizing best practices that allow for users to enjoy their 
outdoor space. 
 
For example, the UMass Amherst Extension Turf Program is recognized as the pre-eminent authority in 
the Commonwealth on horticultural and turf matters including the benefits of these components of 
nature.  We would respectfully recommend that DEP consult them and work in collaboration with 
them when developing these policies.  This is an important voice that is not being incorporated and 
which states…“By implementing water conservation techniques as outlined, research has shown that 
water savings of more than 50% on average can be achieved.”  Communities or users that can 
demonstrate compliance with their checklist should be provided additional flexibility. 
 
 



 
 
Conclusion 
 
We all agree that having the Drought Management Plan in place is smart policy and we are not trying 
to ignore the seriousness of these unpredictable threats.  However, we believe that by providing some 
flexibility based on the use of technology, along with more public education and communication these 
regulations will improve compliance and more water will be saved. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to present these comments and we look forward to working with you 
and answering any questions relative to our suggestions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Stephen A. Boksanski 
Executive & Legislative Agent, Green Industry Alliance 



 
P.O. Box 576 

Ipswich, MA01938 

 
 

July 26, 2021 
 
RE: Water Management Act Regulations Comments: by email 
 
Dear DEP Officials, 
 
I am writing to urge speedy passage of the proposed amendment to the Massachusetts Water 
Management Act Program Regulations (310 CMR 36.00) to limit discretionary water use during 
times of drought for some water users. It is imperative that Mass DEP promulgate these 
regulations this year to make sure registrants are practicing water conservation for the next 10-
year renewal of registrations. This is an important first step to creating more resilient 
communities, but even with this amendment, Massachusetts’ water resources will remain at 
significant risk due to the exemptions that will continue to remain for registrations. 
 
As such, I also urge DEP to go further and condition registrations with the State’s standard 
water conservation conditions as it previously proposed, especially in depleted Rivers and sub-
basins such as the Ipswich River and its tributaries. Moreover, we ask DEP to embark on a 
process to do more to restore our state’s most depleted watersheds (e.g. GWC and BC levels 4 
& 5) and establish measurable goals and a timeline. Not only do we feel that the Water 
Management Act requires such action, DEP cannot adequately meet its mission without doing 
so, especially in light of climate change.  
 
My organization, the Ipswich River Watershed Association, works to protect the drinking water 
supply for more than 350,000 residents and businesses on the North Shore. While there are a 
number of solutions we can and do work with our residential and municipal partners to 
implement, we cannot protect our shared water resources without significant improvements to 
how the state manages our limited freshwater supplies because of the current patchwork of 
water regulations and inequities in the current system. 
 
This year, recognizing the significant threat excessive water withdrawals have had and continue 
to have on our river, the national organization American Rivers placed the Ipswich on its Most 
Endangered Rivers list. In response, Ipswich River Watershed Association immediately launched 
our #EndangeredIpswich Campaign, which sets forth practical solutions at the individual, 
municipal and state levels to reign in excessive water use and help our communities work 



together on a shared strategy. The State solutions as summarized in this letter are the most 
important. 
 
At the State level, we urge DEP to quickly pass the current amendment and then begin working 
proactively with water suppliers, regional planning agencies, municipalities and water suppliers 
to establish a specific timeline for achieving restoration of all Level 4 and 5 depleted waterways 
in the state to, at a minimum, Level 3 criteria. Doing so not only creates measurable goals our 
communities can use to achieve meaningful reductions in non-essential water use, it also would 
put Massachusetts water policy in line with other states like California and Connecticut, both of 
which originally modeled their water regimes after our own Sustainable Water Management 
Initiative (SWMI) but unlike the outcome here in Massachusetts, set specific goals and 
timetables to improve stressed sub-basins. Here in the Ipswich Watershed, where the vast 
majority of the basin is in either level 4 or 5, roughly 80% of “regulated” withdrawals are 
registered-only (assuming that the largest withdrawal, the Salem-Beverly Water Supply Board 
whose permit has never been implemented is functionally registered) with another at least 10% 
below-threshold such that more that 90 percent of withdrawals from the Ipswich have no 
state required conservation requirements at all.  Not only is this unfair, this situation causes 
sever environmental harm, is not in keeping with State law and most importantly puts our 
collective water resiliency at risk.  
 
We are heading into a future dominated by climate change. Communities in Massachusetts 
deserve greater certainty about the sustainability of our public water supply and fresh water 
resources. As the  agency charged with administering the state’s environmental laws, DEP can 
and must place a renewed emphasis on restoring endangered rivers like the Ipswich and at the 
same time working with local community leaders and watershed associations to develop 
measurable goals, both now and in the future. As U.S. Special Presidential Envoy for Climate 
John Kerry and Senator Ed Markey both recently said in their remarks on the Ipswich River, 
“We’re all in this together.”  
 
Please continue to make the Commonwealth a national leader, by more effectively 
implementing laws and working together with communities and residents across 
Massachusetts to increase the resiliency of our water resources. 
 
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Wayne Castonguay 
Executive Director 
Ipswich River Watershed Association 
 



 
July 26, 2021 
Duane LeVangie 
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Resource Protection, Water Management Program 
One Winter St. 5th Floor 
Boston, Mass, 02108 
 
Re: Testimony Not in Favor of Water Management Act Regulations 
 
Dear Mr. LeVangie 
 
My name is Karen Connelly.  I am the Executive Director of the Massachusetts Association of Lawn Care 
Professionals.  Our members consist of licensed applicators, Lawn Care companies employing licensed 
applicators, suppliers, manufacturers, schools, educators and the public.  
 
Our message will be brief and simple compared to the rest.  It is based upon recognition of the needs of the 
millions of blades of grass that are in our lives.  An appreciation, which came to many people desiring to cope 
with COVID, that their lawns and yards provide many benefits to them and their families even though they may 
not know the science behind that. 
Among the benefits are Carbon Sequestration, natural air and water filtration, a refreshing area because of the 
natural cooling and psychological refreshment healthy green grass brings to people and pets. 
The adoption of a one size fits all  policy that is supposed to sufficiently cover all the climate zones in our state 
will not work because that does not correspond with the lives and needs of plants, though it may assist in State 
data retrieval.  On any day climate conditions vary greatly between the Berkshires, Cape Cod and Worcester. 
 
A one day per week watering policy has never worked in previous incarnations.  People turn on their water as 
soon as they get home so they do not miss their days or days.  The important part of that scenario is that their 
lawn may not need to be watered on the day or days arbitrarily assigned to them, their town or their street, let 
alone their yard, but they do it anyway.  If they miss “their day” in prevalent drought conditions the lawn can go 
into dormancy or die.  Lawns that are dormant or dead will not be filtering water that will be going back into the 
aquifer once it is cleansed.  Nor will the lawn be sequestering carbon, providing a place for recreation and 
renewal, filtering dust and particulates, cooling the air, nor any of the other benefits. 
 
Any new water regulations should include conversations with UMass turf researchers and Turf Extension agents 
regarding how and why grass plants function the way they do.  They can show research results from here and   
in climate zones experiencing severe droughts for longer than that which we experience in MA. 
 
If there is a possibility to extend the date when new policies must be enacted, we are in favor of an extension 
which will allow for more stakeholder input and the opportunity for those creating the policies to obtain 
knowledge of plants from UMass, Amherst, the Land Grant University where research is done and many of the 
professionals working throughout MA have received their education on Turf Management. 
 
Sincerely, 
Karen T. Connelly 
Executive Director, MALCP 
      MALCP, P.O. Box 222, Stow, MA 01775 

Tele 617-640-4846     Fax 978-897-7573    malcp@yahoo.com     www.malcp.org 
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208 South Great Road, Lincoln, MA 01773 
781.259.2172 hricci@massaudubon.org   

July 26, 2021 

 

Commissioner Martin Suuberg 

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) 

Bureau of Resource Protection – Water Management Program 

One Winter Street, 5th floor 

Boston, MA 02108 

 

Re: Water Management Act (WMA) Regulations (310 CMR 36.00) 
 

Submitted Via Email:  dep.talks@mass.gov 

 

Dear Commissioner Suuberg: 

 

On behalf of Mass Audubon, I submit these comments in support of MassDEP’s proposal to update the 

WMA regulations at 310 CMR 36.00 pursuant to MGL Ch. 21G.  We support the proposal to require 

water conservation measures for non-essential water uses by registered water suppliers during state-

declared droughts. 

 

The proposed regulatory amendments are essential to ensure full and fair administration of the WMA, 

with reasonable and appropriate conservation and efficiency in the use of the Commonwealth’s 

precious water resources.  These revisions are also necessary to address the impacts of climate change, 

which is resulting in more frequent and intense droughts.  It is consistent with Governor Baker’s 

Executive Order 569 Establishing and Integrated Climate Change Strategy for the Commonwealth. 

 

Mass Audubon was involved in the drafting and legislative process that led to the adoption of the WMA 

and has been following its implementation since the mid-1980s.  We have longstanding concerns 

regarding the lack of regulations to require efficiency and conservation by registered users.  While the 

law provided for continued use of those water supplies, the lack of even the most basic conservation 

provisions for their use effectively precludes the WMA purposes of effective and comprehensive water 

management.  Water conservation by all non-essential users during droughts is a minimum, common-

sense measure to ensure adequate water for all essential uses and to protect the natural resources that 

depend on surface and groundwater levels. 

 

We also encourage MassDEP to adopt regulatory changes that would enable the agency to impose 

conservation standards on water supplies below the 100,000 gallon per day threshold.  This is important 

as more and more non-essential users are constructing private irrigation wells for lawn and landscape 

irrigation. 

 

Conserved Lands and Water Supplies 

 

It is also important to note the role of conservation lands managed by federal, state, and municipal 

governments and nonprofit land trusts in protecting water both for water supplies and to support habitat 

for fish and wildlife.  Ironically, water is chronically depleted in many of the rivers, streams and 

wetlands located on these protected lands, due to excessive withdrawals. 

 

The attached map shows one aspect of the overlap of these two factors – the location of Mass 

Audubon’s wildlife sanctuaries in eastern Massachusetts in relation to groundwater depleted basins.  

mailto:hricci@massaudubon.org
mailto:dep.talks@mass.gov


These lands, conserved for public trust benefits, are degraded by the persistent lack of natural flows and 

water levels in streams, ponds, vernal pools, and wetlands.  Similar issues exist for a wide array of 

publicly-owned lands such as Department of Conservation and Recreation Forests and Parks, 

MassWildlife Wildlife Management Areas, municipal conservation lands, National Wildlife Refuges, 

lands conserved by other land trusts, and lands held directly by water suppliers. 

 

One example is the Ipswich River, declared one of the ten most endangered rivers in the nation by 

American Rivers1. Mass Audubon’s Ipswich River Wildlife Sanctuary encompasses some 2,000 acres, 

and eight miles of the main stem of the Ipswich River flow through the sanctuary.  The river is bordered 

by extensive wetlands including silver maple floodplain forest, shrub swamp, wet meadows, cattail 

marshes, and other wetland types.  Several river islands are also located on the sanctuary providing 

important upland habitat within the wetland matrix.  These extensive wetlands as well as the river itself 

are impacted by water withdrawals that reduce flows in the Ipswich River and impact groundwater 

levels and therefore base flow to the river.   

 

The Ipswich River basin is one of the most flow-depleted river basins in Massachusetts.  The majority 

of withdrawals are subject only to registrations.  Major sections of the river and its tributaries routinely 

run dry for weeks or months at a time, and scientific studies have shown that this is due primarily to 

water withdrawals2.  These issues were brought into sharp focus during the two most recent droughts. 

 

Water Systems Sustainability 

 

One of the comments raised by some water suppliers during the public hearings was concern about loss 

of revenue from summer water use.  However, it is fundamentally unsustainable for water systems to 

rely on nonessential water sales during droughts.  There are other means of addressing the revenue 

concerns, by adjusting rate structures.  Water rates should be fair and equitable, and provide sufficient 

funding for essential maintenance and improvements to public water supplies.  This can be achieved 

without compromising the integrity of our wetlands, waterways, and groundwater levels. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Water conservation by nonessential water users during declared droughts is a minimum standard, and 

one that is long overdue.  Registration renewals occur only once every ten years, so it is vital that these 

regulatory reforms be put in place before the current round of renewals.  The permit expiration tolling 

extensions resulting from the pandemic emergency provide more time for MassDEP to finalize the 

regulations, but we nonetheless urge you to complete the promulgation process expeditiously.  This will 

enable registrants ample time to prepare for implementation. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
E. Heidi Ricci 

Director of Policy and Advocacy 

 

Attachment:  Mass Audubon Wildlife Sanctuaries in Flow Depleted Subbasins 
  

                                                 
1 https://endangeredrivers.americanrivers.org/ipswich-river/ 

 
2 A Precipitation-Runoff Model for Analysis of the Effects of Water Withdrawals on Streamflow, Ipswich River 

basin, Massachusetts, Water-Resources Investigation Report 00-4029, Phillip J. Zarriello and Kernell G. Reis, III, 

U.S Department of Interior, U.S Geological Survey (2000). 
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Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Resource Protection –Water Management Program
One Winter Street, 5thfloor
Boston, MA 02108

Re: WMA Regulations

Dear MassDEP,

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments in support of the proposed Water
Management Act regulations. The Massachusetts Rivers Alliance is a statewide non-profit
organization dedicated to protecting and restoring the state’s rivers and streams, and our eighty
member organizations span the state.

Drought has become a serious threat to Massachusetts communities and ecosystems, as you
heard from many people in the two public hearings. In 2016, 2020, and now again in 2021,
Massachusetts is experiencing record low flows across the state that threaten aquatic life,
recreational opportunities, agriculture, and our water supply.

For example, in the fall of 2020 each county was individually declared a “drought disaster area”
by the USDA due to drought damage to crops, six communities declared water supply
emergencies, and many streams experienced fishkills. Depleting our water resources just for
summer lawn watering and other non-essential outdoor watering does not make sense. It’s
obvious that our current regulations fail to meet the challenge of drought.

In light of that, Mass Rivers is grateful that MassDEP has proposed these new regulations that fit
so squarely with the State’s Drought Management Plan and the Water Management Act’s stated
purpose, to comprehensively manage water withdrawals.

With drought conditions predicted to get worse, our state needs a coordinated response. It is only
fair to subject the last 20% of regulated water withdrawals (184 million gallons per day) to the



same water conservation requirements that permittees are already required to do under the Water
Management Act. This is the least we can do to make our water management system resilient.

When water registrations were grandfathered in without conservation conditions in the 1980s, we
weren’t thinking about climate change in the way we need to now. Adding in water conservation
requirements adapts those withdrawals to our reality, and is a step towards meeting our future
needs.

DEP must create a more comprehensive water management system that is preventative rather
than reactive. Conditioning water registrations during drought is the minimum of what DEP
could do to protect our water resources from excessive withdrawals. Water conservation should
occur in advance of a drought, not just when the impacts of drought are already here. Many of
our sub-basins are severely stressed, and yet we continue to withdraw from them.

While we are sympathetic to the needs of water suppliers to fund their operations, this should not
happen at the expense of our rivers and water supplies. We simply cannot wait another ten years
for the next opportunity to make our water management system more resilient. We urge
MassDEP to promulgate the proposed regulations as a first step.

Thank you for this opportunity, and we look forward to working with MassDEP in creating a
stronger water management system for the Commonwealth. Please contact
katharinelange@massriversalliance.org with any questions.

Sincerely,

Katharine Lange
Policy Specialist
Massachusetts Rivers Alliance

mailto:katharinelange@massriversalliance.org


July 26, 2021

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Resource Protection – Water Management Program
One Winter Street, 5th floor
Boston, MA 02108
Attention: WMA Regulations

Delivered Electronically

Dear Commissioner Suuberg,

On behalf of the cities and towns of the Commonwealth, the Massachusetts Municipal Association is
writing to provide comments on MassDEP’s proposed regulatory changes to 310 CMR 36.00.
MassDEP is proposing a new condition on registrations under the Water Management Act that would
restrict nonessential outdoor water use during times of drought, when declared by the Secretary of
Energy and Environmental Affairs.

The MMA has engaged extensively with our membership on this issue, and we are aware that there is
a broad and diverse range of opinion on the proposed changes. Many local officials are supportive of
state intervention due to their desire for communities in affected regions to respond to drought
conditions in a coordinated manner and in a meaningful way to confront one of the greatest
environmental challenges of our time; many have concerns and reservations due to the lack of
flexibility or enforceability of a state-imposed mandate; and many are opposed to the draft due to
concerns that a one-size-fits all approach will disadvantage communities that are able to manage their
water supplies on their own in an environmentally sound manner. All local officials are united in
their commitment to preserve and protect the natural water resources of our Commonwealth.

In the comments that follow, we attempt to capture the sum of these interests, and recommend that
MassDEP allow for maximum flexibility and establish a framework that ensures true engagement
with municipalities and public water suppliers at every stage of action and implementation after
promulgation.

The MMA appreciates the stated rationale for the proposed regulatory changes to “ensure an
appropriate balance among competing water needs and the preservation of water resources… such as
streamflow, wetlands, fisheries and wildlife habitat during drought.” Water resources are a common
interest held by all, with differing needs and priorities for this wide variety of uses and purposes,
including, but not limited to, the provision of public water supplies. We also recognize that climate
change has exacerbated weather and environmental conditions, leading to more frequent, prolonged
and serious droughts, as well as more powerful and intense periods of precipitation. The MMA’s
objective is to support the overarching goals of the state’s Drought Management Plan and the
intentions behind this proposed regulatory change, while maintaining our position that local
governments are effective stewards of their natural resources and can make reasoned decisions in
support of environmental and public health.



We acknowledge that the proposed conditions are fairly limited in scope, restricting only
non-essential outdoor water use during periods of regionally-declared droughts for systems that hold
registrations and are not otherwise exempt. MassDEP estimates that this change will affect 63
registered public water suppliers and 87 registered golf courses, whose registrations are up for a
10-year renewal. We also recognize the value of better aligning WMA registrations with the
conditions already required for WMA permit holders. Although the MMA represents municipalities
as geographic and political entities with fixed boundaries, we understand and appreciate that effective
water management often requires a watershed or regional approach.

From some MMA members, we have heard that state-level regulation as proposed for 310 CMR
36.00 is necessary to protect our water resources from depletion, including the opinion that the
proposed changes do not go far enough in conserving water in advance of drought conditions. These
members strongly believe that placing restrictions on non-essential water use is an important
recognition of the varied purposes and uses of this natural resource, and does not privilege one use
over another. Further, they have long-standing concerns regarding the sensitive conditions of their
watershed regions, and place a premium on coordinated regional approaches to environmental
stewardship.

We have also heard serious concerns from other members about the infringement of these restrictions
on local control, especially for systems that are withdrawing water below their registered limits. They
have expressed that the proposed regulatory change paints a broad brush and does not consider the
relative quantity of water supply available to a system at any given time. Moreover, there are revenue
loss concerns from limiting water usage, even for uses considered non-essential, for systems that are
not at risk of exceeding their allotted withdrawal amounts. Municipalities and their local water
utilities face significant financial impact if they are not able to sell water that is available to them
based on their WMA registration, revenues that could be used to invest in system upgrades and
efficiencies that would further conserve water supply. Again, we encourage MassDEP to apply
maximum flexibility in allowing for system-specific drought management plans that account for
local conditions. We note that the draft regulations appear to grant golf courses greater flexibility to
account for their core business needs, yet does not consider this for public water systems.

We have also heard concerns related to local enforcement of restrictions on non-essential water use,
of the challenges inherent in policing usage within one municipality while the same usage is allowed
in a neighboring municipality. While a stated interest for adopting the proposed regulatory change is
to “level the playing field” between communities, that is not a guaranteed outcome when MWRA
communities and those served by private wells are exempt from these conditions. The MMA urges
MassDEP to partner with local governments on any enforcement activities that result from
promulgation of these regulations.

The MMA and our members appreciate the opportunity to engage in this complex regulatory matter,
including through submission of these comments. If you have any questions or require additional
information, please do not hesitate to have your office contact me or MMA Legislative Analyst
Ariela Lovett at alovett@mma.org at any time.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey C. Beckwith
Executive Director & CEO

mailto:alovett@mma.org
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July 26, 2021 

Elizabeth McCann, Water Management Act Program 
MassDEP 
One Winter Street, 5th Floor 
Boston, MA  02108 

RE: Proposed Amendments to 310 CMR 36.00 – Conditions on WMA 
Registrations 

Via Email to:  dep.talks@mass.gov 

Dear Ms. McCann: 

Massachusetts Water Works Association (MWWA) is providing the 
following written testimony to the Massachusetts Department of 
Environmental Protection (MassDEP) regarding proposed amendments to 
the Water Management Act regulations (310 CMR 36.00) to impose drought 
restriction conditions on all Water Management Act Registrants.  MWWA is 
a non-profit organization representing public water supply professionals.  
Our members’ core responsibility as water suppliers is to provide the most 
essential service to their customers - clean, safe drinking water.  MWWA 
certainly agrees that water should be used wisely, especially during times of 
drought, but we object to the assertion that water use needs to be 
controlled by promulgating statewide regulations on Registrants.  Given that 
MassDEP made its intention known to promulgate regulations less than one 
year before the Registrations will renew, there has not been much time for 
meaningful stakeholder engagement, nor we believe, a full evaluation and 
consideration by MassDEP of the negative effects this regulation might 
have, and this concerns us very much.  

The Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA) and 
MassDEP laid out reasons for why they intend to move forward with 
conditioning the Registrations at a meeting with Stakeholders on January 
21, 2021; one reason given was to ensure that water systems are more 
resilient in the face of climate change and another reason was to “level the 
playing field” to ensure consistent restrictions across the state when 
droughts are declared.  MWWA is hard-pressed to see how this proposed 

http://mwwa.memberclicks.net/message2/link/e9650780-e563-4874-ac63-31665254be46/1
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regulation accomplishes either of those stated objectives for the following reasons:  
 

• Every Public Water System is unique, and a broad regulation does not consider a 
system’s capacity or ability to serve, even during times of drought 

• Water use data does not support the need to condition Registrations 
• There are better ways to address climate change concerns 
• Conditioning Registrations could have unintended adverse impacts on public 

health 
• Conditioning Registrations will have financial impacts and exacerbate 

socioeconomic inequities 
• The proposed regulations will violate Registrants legal entitlements  
• The proposed regulations will not lead to meaningful environmental 

improvement, and may actually undermine public trust/confidence in drought 
messaging and water conservation 

• The proposed regulations will not “level the playing field” 
• There is a better alternative to these regulations which is requiring system-

specific drought management plans 
 

Given these reasons, MWWA respectfully requests MassDEP withdraw these proposed 
regulations.  We submit the following rationales to substantiate our concerns: 
 
Water Systems are Unique 
Water suppliers are environmental stewards of the water resources in their 
communities.  Without careful protection of the resources, they would not be able to 
provide the public service they do.  Water systems also must adhere to rigorous water 
quality standards established under the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) to ensure 
protection of public health.  They play a key role in providing fire protection within the 
community; and for that reason, storage reservoirs must be kept full and system 
pressure maintained.  They must constantly balance water quality and quantity 
demands, especially during the summer months.  They must be forward-thinking, 
consider potential future impacts (such as those expected from climatic changes), and 
have plans in place to better protect their systems.  Many of our water systems in 
Massachusetts have been in existence for over 100 years and are expertly managed.   
 
Water systems vary in their sources, their supply capacity, and their demand.  Drought 
does not impact all water supplies the same, nor does it even impact all streams or 
groundwater wells within a region in the same way.  Many Public Water Systems have 
adequate supplies, even during times of drought, and rely on the sale of water to be 
able to fund needed infrastructure improvements, which protect public health and 
enhance system resiliency.  If water systems with ample supply are not able to sell 
water that they have, it threatens their ability to invest in their system to meet all their 
required regulatory obligations.  Broad-brush regulations like the one being proposed by 
MassDEP do not recognize the unique nature of our water systems and does not give 
water systems the flexibility to craft the most appropriate drought response for their 
system.   
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Water Use Data Does Not Support the Need to Condition Registrations 
 
Very often discussions regarding water management in Massachusetts focus on 
emotional arguments and facts sometimes get lost.  To further substantiate our position 
that conditions on Registrations are unnecessary, we want to present some facts.  For 
Public Water Systems holding only a Registration – the fact is that in 35 years they 
have not seen their water use increase above Registered volumes and in many 
instances there have been decreases.  They should be applauded for keeping their 
use below what was authorized in 1986 and not punished by imposition of arbitrary 
conditions.  Water conservation/efficiency is not the same as drought response.  The 
fact that Registrants have been successful in conservation supports the point that they 
are good stewards of the resource and can be counted on to craft an appropriate 
response to drought, and they need the flexibility to do so.   
 
According to data MWWA obtained from MassDEP for calendar year 2018, among the 
63 registered-only systems, 63% of the registered volume is held by the Massachusetts 
Water Resources Authority (MWRA).  These figures are based on authorized registered 
volumes and not actual withdrawals.  Does anyone wish to claim that MWRA, whose 
withdrawals have declined from 313 MGD to 200 MGD since 1986, has been negligent 
in terms of water conservation?  Included in this group are communities like Paxton, 
North Reading, and Reading that maintain Registrations but no longer use their own 
sources.  Non-MWRA Registered-only systems also include some of the largest surface 
water systems in the State, including Springfield, Cambridge, Fall River, Holyoke, 
Lawrence, Lynn, and Pittsfield.  These are major economic and residential areas; yet, 
over the past 35 years, their water use has not increased and, in many instances, has 
substantially decreased.  We provide a few examples for illustration purposes: 
  
Public Water 
System 

Authorized 
Volume 
(MGD) 

 Actual Use 
in 2018 
(MGD) 

Percent 
below 
Registration 

Basin 

Cambridge 16.16 12.96 20% Charles 
Pittsfield 13.5 7.6 43% Housatonic 
Wilmington 2.91 1.77 39% Ipswich 
Lynn Water & Sewer 
Commission 

2.62 .96 63% Ipswich 

 
Registered-only volumes that are authorized by Public Water Systems amount to 
495.19 MGD, yet in 2018 those water systems only used 335.05 MGD or 32% less than 
in the early 1980’s!  One must question whether this is a problem needing a regulatory 
solution?  
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1 
 
Digging further into the data, the facts show that, while not required to meet the state 
conservation standards for Residential Gallons Per Capita Day (RGPCD), Registered-
only systems are doing, on average statewide, even better than permitted-only or 
registered/permitted systems.  See the following graphs produced by MWWA with data 
obtained from MassDEP’s Water Management Act Program spreadsheets documenting 
compliance with the conservation standards. 
 

2 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 Table generated from data obtained from MassDEP Water Management Act Program for calendar year 2018, File 
Name: Registered only PWS systems 2018 USE 1-20-2020.xlsx, Email from Duane LeVangie on 1-20-21; Note that 
after 2018, Needham gave up their permit and became Registered Only and North Chelmsford got a permit and is 
no longer Registered-only; the figures would only change slightly if those changes had been accounted for.   
22 Table generated from data obtained from MassDEP Water Management Act Program for calendar year 2018, 
File name: MWWA_Request_INFO reg perm rgpcd uaw MGD_02232021.xlsx, Email from Duane LeVangie on 
2/23/21 
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In comparing a drought year (2016) to a non-drought year (2018), the data shows that 
RGPCD did not substantially increase, as one may have been expected given the drier 
conditions and the assumption that more watering may be occurring.   
 

3 
 
The facts show that water use by Registered-only systems is not out of control by the 
metric the state employs to judge efficiency.  It appears that Registrants are effective at 
conservation generally, are in the best position to respond to local conditions and can 
be trusted in times of drought to make appropriate decisions.   
 
Better Ways to Address Climate Change Concerns 
 
Public Water Systems are certainly concerned about the impact that climate change 
could have on the future of our water supplies.   We are mindful that we need to replace 
older infrastructure to maximize efficiency and reduce water system losses.  To protect 
ourselves against climate change, as well as other emerging threats, we should be 
exploring and protecting future water supply areas and installing redundant sources to 
enhance water system resiliency.  MWWA has been promoting these concepts even 
before its participation in the Sustainable Water Management Initiative (SWMI).   Recent 
attention on emerging contaminants like Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) 
has made this discussion of redundancy much more important.  Water Systems with 
detections above the drinking water standard are having to shut off sources, shift 
demand to other sources, and look for alternative supplies until permanent solutions can 
be determined.  Use of other groundwater and surface water sources, and installation of 
new sources does not always mean there will be an increase in water withdrawals.  
However, these measures do give water systems more flexibility to shift demand to 
alternative sources when needed.   
 
We recognize that many water suppliers have adequate capacity to serve their 
customers.  However, to foster greater water system resiliency, MWWA has made 

 
3 Table generated from data obtained from MassDEP Water Management Act Program for calendar year 2018, File 
name: MWWA_Request_INFO reg perm rgpcd uaw MGD_02232021.xlsx, Email from Duane LeVangie on 2/23/21 
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several recommendations over the years which unfortunately have not been advanced 
by EEA agencies.  Some Public Water Systems may want to install new or redundant 
sources to give them future flexibility; however, it is sometimes difficult to find suitable 
locations to site new sources.  MWWA tried to have conversations with state officials 
about water supply development in state forests (perhaps some of the more pristine 
lands in the Commonwealth) and we were told that discussion is a non-starter.    
MWWA has objected to Water Management Act permit mitigation measures that would 
have Public Water Systems releasing water from reservoirs to support downstream 
aquatic resources as it threatens resiliency.  The proposed regulations also require 
consideration of required releases to be accounted for within the submission of a 
drought plan for acceptance by MassDEP.  As MWWA has stated before, the benefit of 
a reservoir is storage for times of need – if suppliers release the water it will not be 
available if they truly need it.  It seems counter-intuitive and a threat to system resiliency 
to release water when it is unknown when the next drought might hit, and yet we still 
see this practice encouraged by policymakers and even required in permitting 
decisions.  If the Commonwealth wants to ensure water systems are better able to 
withstand droughts, reservoir releases should be immediately stopped.   
 
If the state and the watershed groups are truly concerned about climate change’s 
impact on water systems, MWWA welcomes constructive dialog on how to develop and 
fund the infrastructure necessary to withstand future climatic changes.  Advancing the 
search and permitting of new sources and eliminating downstream releases will do 
more to protect water systems from climate change than the current regulatory 
proposal.  
 
Adverse Impacts on Public Health  
 
It should be abundantly obvious that operating a Public Water System is complex.  
Public Water System operators must always be aware of unintended consequences that 
one action might have on another within the system.  While sounding well-intentioned, 
the proposed restrictions during drought stand to do more harm than they purport to 
prevent.  Water restrictions could increase water age in the system, further 
exacerbating water quality concerns and compromising compliance with SDWA 
requirements.  Public Water Systems must evaluate water quality trade-offs when 
considering reducing flows.  If they have capacity issues, they may have to make the 
difficult decision to risk water quality degradation to implement restrictions to meet 
demands.  When no capacity issues exist, implementing restrictions that risk water 
quality degradation do not make sense.   
 
Public Water Systems must be in compliance with SDWA requirements.  When 
demands drop in the distribution system, water age increases, and disinfection by-
product (DBP) formation increases. Controlling DBP formation presents a complex 
challenge for some water systems and may require a multi-pronged approach around 
operational changes and treatment process adjustments.  Water age is an important 
consideration.  As MassDEP is well aware, DBP exceedances over the Maximum 
Contaminant Level (MCL) result in Tier 2 Public Notification to consumers with the 
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following language: “People who drink water containing HAA5 in excess of the MCL 
over many years may have an increased risk of getting cancer.”  Such a notice is 
obviously concerning and alarming to consumers, and no utility wants to be in the 
position of exceeding DBP thresholds and having to send such a Public Notice if it is 
preventable.  MWWA believes the proposal to restrict water use solely based on 
regional drought triggers, will have a detrimental water quality impact, and erode public 
confidence in the system.     

There is a real-world example of how water age impacts a system using the Springfield 
Water & Sewer Commission (SWSC) as a case study.  Figure 1 shows the inverse 
relationship of the haloacetic acid (HAA5) results in the two warm-weather quarters (Q2 
and Q3) and the system demands in the months of sampling for SWSC. With greater 
demands the water age decreases and the HAA5s have less time to increase, and 
therefore the levels can be mitigated. 

Figure 1 – System Demand and HAA5 Formation 

 

However, sudden decreases in demand can have negative impacts on water quality in 
the distribution system.  These impacts are typically mitigated through flushing of the 
distribution system.  If these regulations are adopted and restrictions are required, some 
systems may have to run hydrants to flush the system to maintain water quality.  In such 
a scenario, there is no water savings occurring through the restrictions, because the 
water is being flushed, yet there will be lost revenue (which may be needed to fund 
solutions to resolve the public health issue).    

Regular, targeted flushing is an important method in controlling DBP formation in the 
distribution system, as well as maintaining adequate residual disinfection for microbial 
control.  Figure 2 shows the formation curve for total trihalomethanes (TTHMs), showing 
levels versus water age.  The figure shows the results of laboratory testing on finished 
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water to investigate the increase of TTHMs over time, but also the impact of the initial 
chlorine dose on the formation of TTHMs. 

The TTHM levels at the oldest water age (168 hours, or 7 days) represent the extents of 
the distribution system in dead ends.  Through flushing of these dead ends, the water 
age could be reduced and DBPs decreased.  For example, if the water age decreases 
from 7 days to 5 days (120 hours), the TTHMs could be reduced from around 100 
micrograms per liter (ug/L) to 90 ug/L, or a 10 percent reduction. 

At the same time, the flushing would also increase the chlorine residual at the extents of 
the distribution system.  If the water system were previously dosing chlorine to try and 
maintain an adequate chlorine residual in these areas, the flushing could allow for a 
decrease in chlorine dosing.  As seen in the figure below, a 0.5 milligram per liter (mg/L) 
reduction in chlorine dose resulted in a decrease in the TTHM levels at the oldest water 
age from around 100 ug/L to 80 ug/L, a 20 percent reduction. 

A combination of both water age reduction and chlorine dose reduction could result in a 
further decrease in DBPs.  If restrictions are implemented, flushing would need to be 
increased to maintain water quality. 

Figure 2 – TTHM Formation with Water Age and Varying Chlorine Dose 

   

Some Registrants do impose restrictions in order to manage their supply appropriately, 
but drought considerations must be balanced with other public health concerns and 
Registrants who know the actual demand placed upon their systems are in the best 
position to evaluate the balance and trade-offs.   
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The two scenarios depicted above show the complexity systems encounter when 
addressing simultaneous compliance for two competing regulatory programs.   Forcing 
more frequent water use restrictions can have negative public health implications that 
must be carefully considered by MassDEP.  Further, having to increase flushing to 
better control water quality creates customer service challenges for the Public Water 
System as they are telling customers they cannot use water, yet they have to increase 
flow out of hydrants (which is very visible) to adequately flush the system.  Public 
confidence in the management of the water system can be called into question.   
 
Financial Impacts Exacerbating Socioeconomic Inequities 
 
The next important point that cannot be ignored if these regulations are adopted is that 
financial impacts will be incurred.  Much of a Public Water System’s budget covers 
fixed costs that are not impacted much by usage (labor, materials, equipment to 
maintain the system).  Given Registered-only Public Water Systems will not be able to 
predict when droughts might occur, they will have to budget for drought conditions each 
year to ensure they have the funds necessary to cover fixed costs.  This is especially 
troubling when the region might be experiencing a drought, but the water system may 
have ample supply.  During a recent Water Resources Commission meeting, Vandana 
Rao questioned the presumption that there would be a financial impact, saying it really 
is no different than what would happen in a wet year when water use is down.  What Dr. 
Rao neglected to consider is that revenues generated in dry years provide the buffer for 
rate stabilization in wet years.  If water systems do not have that additional revenue that 
might normally occur in a dry year because they have restrictions, that will further 
jeopardize rate stabilization funds.   
 
To get a clear picture of the financial impact the proposed conditions would have, the 
Town of Monson re-calculated their FY 2021 water rate with mandatory restrictions in 
place from the beginning of April to the end of September.  Their billed usage estimates 
dropped from 90 Million Gallons to 77 Million Gallons and left them with a budget 
shortfall of $72,000 at their present water rate of $5.60/1000 gal.  To recoup that 
shortfall, a rate increase of $0.95/1000 gal (17% increase to $6.55) would be required!  
This would be a huge rate increase for their customers for no gain in services, no 
infrastructure improvements, and no resulting quantifiable environmental benefit, which 
in turn could build resentment to future needed increases for infrastructure or water 
treatment systems.   
 
The Springfield Water & Sewer Commission ran various scenarios on what reductions 
in summer use might mean for its system.  As a very large utility, the financial impact on 
the system is much more dramatic.  Implementing voluntary restrictions (limiting 
watering by certain days/hours as would be required in a level 1 or 2 drought and 
assuming a 10% reduction in system demand) would mean a loss of revenue of 
$3,108,541.70!  Such a loss in revenue would translate to a minimum 5% rate increase.   
Implementing mandatory restrictions (total ban of non-essential use as would be 
required in a level 3 or 4 drought, assuming a 20% reduction in system demand) would 
mean a loss of $6,377,922.59, translating into a minimum 10% rate increase.  And it 
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should be noted that these increases would be just to balance SWSC’s operating 
budget.  If rates are not able to be raised to cover shortfalls in the operating budget, 
other investments may need to be delayed to future years or even cancelled. 
 
One must ask why should SWSC or the Monson Water Department be forced to try to 
raise rates on everyone to recoup lost revenue when they have ample supply that they 
could sell to those who are able to afford non-essential use and avoid these rate 
increases?  This year would be a perfect example of the harmful impact these 
regulations will have.  The Commonwealth was in a Level 1 Drought in several regions 
beginning in March, and yet in the spring SWSC’s Reservoir was only 7.5 inches from 
spilling over.  Clearly SWSC had enough water to satisfy their demands, despite the 
regional drought declaration.   
 
The Commonwealth just put a much greater emphasis on environmental justice in the 
new climate bill signed by Governor Baker on March 18, 2021.  Lawn watering is a 
practice generally employed by wealthier homeowners and not by those barely getting 
by economically.  From that perspective, it is apparent that lawn watering produces 
revenue for the water system from those who can afford it.  That revenue is used to 
operate and improve the system for all water users.  It is ironic that many of those 
clamoring to ban lawn watering are also likely to believe that the wealthy should bear a 
greater share of community/societal costs.  Lawn watering is an excellent example of 
the wealthy paying more in a way that benefits the less fortunate.  In larger urban areas, 
which make up many of the Registered-only water systems, there are significant 
environmental justice communities that benefit from improved water systems 
disproportionately funded by smaller numbers of lawn watering homeowners.  Take 
away the lawn watering revenue and the environmental justice communities will pay 
more.  Springfield is an environmental justice community.  As shown above, replacing 
lost revenue of $3.1-6.3 million would have a big impact on their ratepayers, many of 
whom are low-income and can least afford an increase.  MWWA urges MassDEP to 
revisit the proposed regulations through the lens of equity, and we are sure that you will 
find that increased costs will disproportionately impact those that can ill afford it and 
runs counter to the Baker Administration’s focus on equity and environmental justice. 
 
It is also well-documented that Public Water Systems have huge unmet needs to fund 
repair and replacement of existing aging infrastructure.  The list of regulatory 
requirements is ever-growing, yet there is really no commensurate funding to help water 
systems comply. The funding gap widens every time there is a new “ask” from the 
state/federal government, and most of the burden continues to fall on local ratepayers.  
When MWWA raises concerns about financial impact restrictions will have, the 
watershed groups say, “just raise your rates.”  Clearly those groups do not understand 
the realities of operating a Public Water System.  Public Water Systems are not immune 
to increases facing other businesses.  Healthcare and other indirect costs continue to 
rise above the rate of inflation.  Construction costs have similarly escalated.  Pumping, 
treatment, storage, and distribution facilities are being relied upon to work beyond 
design lives, increasing repair costs and subjecting water systems to a higher risk of 
catastrophic failure.  With each new regulation, suppliers must again make a choice to 
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defer maintenance and instead spend on regulatory compliance.  Why?  Because 
suppliers cannot just raise rates.  If raising rates was an easy exercise, and if all 
customer bases could easily absorb the costs, water suppliers would do so annually.  In 
most situations, decisions of rate increases fall to an elected governing board whose 
decision-making must be balanced with meeting water system needs while addressing 
affordability concerns.  In the case of private water utilities, the Department of Public 
Utilities judges the appropriateness of rates from a consumer advocate perspective and 
may not approve a requested rate increase if it does not feel it is warranted.  To 
compensate for revenue uncertainty, Public Water Systems will have to try to get the 
necessary rate increases, or they will have to cut infrastructure investment if raising 
rates is politically untenable.   
 
Watershed advocates say they are sympathetic to water systems’ funding challenges, 
but rarely, if ever, do we see them at rate hearings supporting Public Water Systems’ 
efforts to raise rates to adequately fund their system.  Water suppliers would welcome 
watershed groups advocacy in their communities to support them in their efforts to have 
adequately funded systems.  Finally, if these regulations are adopted, the 
Commonwealth must develop a new fund to help Public Water Systems make up for 
shortfall in revenues due to the implementation of water use restrictions. 
 
Legal Entitlements 
 
Those members of MWWA involved in the original stakeholder negotiations regarding 
passage of the Water Management Act (WMA) (Mass General Law 21G) back in 1986 
know that it was always the intent of the Legislature and MassDEP (then referred to as 
DEQE) to recognize and authorize these legacy Registered volumes and provide 
access to them in perpetuity.  There are two legal pieces that merit consideration as 
MassDEP proposes to regulate Registered-only water systems.    
 
In the Fairhaven4 case, the Supreme Judicial Court affirmed that MassDEP could not 
infringe upon the Registrants’ entitlement to existing withdrawals.  MWWA believes that 
the drought conditions that MassDEP seeks to impose would most certainly infringe 
upon Registrants’ entitlement to their existing withdrawals by limiting their ability to sell 
that water during a drought.  The WMA affords Registrants with blanket entitlement 
which they have thus far used responsibly, notwithstanding their right to the full 
Registered volume at all times.   
 
The second legal point is that Section 3 of MGL 21 G requires consultation with the 
Water Resources Management Advisory Committee:  
 

“There is hereby established within the department a water resources 
management advisory committee to provide advice and consultation to the 
department concerning matters covered by this chapter. The committee shall 
review the development of standards, rules and regulations for water resources 
management and shall supply recommendations concerning methods by which 

 
4 Water Dep’t of Fairhaven v. Dep’t of Env’t Prot., 455 Mass. 740, 751 (2010) 
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existing water management practices and the laws regulating them may be 
supplemented and improved and their administration financed.”5  

 
In January and February of 2021 meetings, MassDEP acknowledged that the Advisory 
Committee is not currently constituted as required by law.  MassDEP is referring to the 
group they assembled to discuss the proposed regulations as the “Water Management 
Act Stakeholders Group.”  MWWA questions the legality of MassDEP moving forward 
with these regulations when members of the statutorily required “Water Resources 
Management Advisory Committee” have not yet been appointed by the Governor.  Per 
MassDEP’s website, it is acknowledged that this is the formal group required by law: 
“The Water Resources Management Advisory Committee works with MassDEP to 
review Water Management Act legislation, regulations, and general permitting issues for 
water withdrawal permits. The Committee was established by M.G.L. c. 21G, section 3 
and meets as needed to fulfill its statutory role.”6  These regulations should not be 
allowed to proceed until the Committee is duly appointed and then consulted per the 
statute.  The legal points were well-articulated by the Town of Hamilton when they 
submitted their Registration Renewal form which is attached to these comments for the 
record.    
 
These regulations will not lead to meaningful environmental improvement and 
may undermine public trust 
 
Much of the public focus on environmental impact to rivers and streams is centered on 
the Ipswich River.  Unfortunately, the Ipswich River Basin is hydraulically challenged.  
There are large exports of wastewater from the basin and very little of the annual 
precipitation that falls in the Basin infiltrates into the ground to recharge the streams or 
groundwater supplies.  Evapotranspiration rates are extremely high with 45% of 
precipitation falling in the Basin evaporating naturally or being taken up by trees or other 
plants7.   
 
The Ipswich River Watershed Association has mounted a new campaign with American 
Rivers calling for MassDEP to further regulate water withdrawals claiming that more 
than 90 percent of withdrawals are exempted from any conservation requirement, even 
during drought.  The actual facts belie that myth.  In calendar year 2018, the 
Registered-only Public Water Systems in the Ipswich Basin made up 13.67 MGD of the 
total 32.81 MGD of authorized volume in the Basin (Reading no longer uses its 
Registered Volume and North Reading is now fully supplied by Andover, so if you 
remove those volumes it goes down to 10.14 MGD).  So only 31% of authorized use by 
Public Water Systems is actually “unconditioned.” Here is the list of Registered-only 
water systems in the Ipswich River Basin and their associated authorized volumes: 
 
 

 
5 https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleII/Chapter21G/Section3 
6 https://www.mass.gov/service-details/massdep-advisory-committees-and-stakeholder-workgroups  
 
7 Ipswich Bain Water Management Act Planning Grant FY17 

https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleII/Chapter21G/Section3
https://www.mass.gov/service-details/massdep-advisory-committees-and-stakeholder-workgroups
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Public Water System Authorized Registered Volume 
LYNN WATER & SEWER COMMISSION 2.62 
NORTH READING WATER DEPARTMENT 0.96 
PEABODY WATER DEPARTMENT 3.89 
READING DPW 2.57 
TOPSFIELD WATER DEPARTMENT .43  
WENHAM WATER DEPARTMENT .29  
WILMINGTON WATER & SEWER DEPARTMENT 2.91 

      
After the watershed groups filed their petition in 2017 asking MassDEP to condition 
Registrations, MassDEP embarked on several studies, one was to determine the impact 
of regulating unregulated withdrawals on the Ipswich and Parker River Basins.  
MassDEP’s own study8 determined there was very little water savings to be 
gained by regulating currently unregulated withdrawals.  MassDEP’s cover letter 
that accompanied the study stated: 
 
“The study found that most of the water withdrawn in each basin is regulated by the 
WMA program.  Specifically: 

• 95% of total annual withdrawals in the Ipswich Basin and 80% in the Parker 
Basin are regulated. 

• Irrigation by private wells, golf courses and farms represent 3% of the total 
annual withdrawals in the Ipswich and 10% in the Parker; 

• Lawn watering by below-threshold irrigation withdrawals represent approximately 
1.4% of annual withdrawals in the Ipswich and 3.9% in the Parker, during the 
irrigation season this represents 0.77 MGD in the Ipswich Basin and .23 MGD in 
the Parker” 

 
MassDEP also presented data9 to show the average summer/winter ratio of water use 
for Public Water Systems in the Parker and Ipswich River Basins over the period of 
2009-2016.  MassDEP’s target is summer water use not be over 120% of winter use.  
The Registered-only Public Water Systems withdrawing in the Ipswich Basin met that 
target. 
 
PWS 2009-2016 Summer/Winter Ratio 

(Own Sources in Ipswich Basin) 
’09-’16 Avg. 
RGPCD 

Lynn 110% 53.5 
North Reading (was at that time 
withdrawing from the Ipswich Basin) 

104% 67.3 

Wilmington 116% 59.3 
Peabody 117% 57.3 

 
The facts regarding Registrants withdrawing from sources in the Ipswich Basin, do not 
support Ipswich River Watershed Association’s assertion that summer water use is out 

 
8 “Inventory of Below WMA Threshold Water Withdrawal Sources in the Ipswich and Parker River Watersheds” 
completed by Comprehensive Environmental Inc., October 12, 2018. 
9 Spreadsheets dated Feb 5, 2018, MassDEP, Ipswich & Parker In-Basin Reductions 
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of control in the Basin.  Low streamflows are not a problem that will be solved or even 
marginally improved by conditioning Registered withdrawals.  It is a disservice to all 
involved, and especially the public, to continue to develop statewide water management 
policies around a River Basin that has many more challenges than just water supply, 
and where the facts do not support the need for the regulatory action being proposed.   
 
The Proposed Regulations do not “Level the Playing Field” 
 
MassDEP claims it would be “leveling the playing field” by conditioning the Registrations 
with restrictions on non-essential use during a drought.  However, MassDEP’s proposal 
to condition the Registrations is even more stringent than the requirements in the Water 
Management Act permits which allow one-day per week watering, even in drought 
conditions.  As MassDEP is well aware, the permit conditions were a negotiated 
compromise between the regulatory agencies, the water suppliers, and the watershed 
groups during the SWMI process.  Permits are designed by MassDEP to have higher 
bar to meet given the Public Water System may be asking for increased volume.  Water 
suppliers conceded to a more localized trigger of a seven-day low flow in permits, which 
when tripped, would only allow one-day per week of watering.  This was meant to be 
more responsive and protective of local environmental conditions than regional drought 
declarations.  Under this new proposal, permitted water systems would retain that 
condition allowing one-day per week watering, but Registered-only water systems would 
have to implement hand-held only water restrictions (at Level 2) or outright bans (Level 
3 and 4).  This shows that consistency in restrictions will not be achieved with the 
proposed regulatory action.   
 
The proposed regulation also does not address restrictions on private well owners who 
will still be able to water during times of drought.  The regulations will not solve the 
problem of residents on public water supplies watering during droughts, as those with 
the financial means to do so will simply install private wells to continue maintaining their 
private property.    
 
Suggested revisions to proposed changes to 310 CMR 36.00 
 
36.03 - Definitions: 
Multi-year Drought Storage: MWWA requests that MassDEP remove the proposed 
definition for Multi-year Drought Storage for reasons we will enumerate in our comments 
on section 36.07 (2)(c)(3).  

Nonessential Outdoor Water Use:   
We note in (e)3. that MassDEP allows golf courses with an event venue to water by 
hand-held hose or drip irrigation as necessary to maintain gardens, flowers, and 
ornamental plants.  This exemption is appropriate; however, we also believe this same 
exemption should be provided to other event venues (not tied to a golf course) as they 
have the same business interests a golf course would in maintaining their landscape for 
weddings/events.  We suggest golf courses be stricken so that event venue stands on 
its own in that section. 
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Aside from our suggestion above, MWWA notices there are inconsistencies with 
MassDEP’s proposed definition of Nonessential Outdoor Water Use and MassDEP’s 
long-standing guidance “Restricted Nonessential Outdoor Water Uses” that is used in 
Water Management Act permitting.  MWWA has combined the proposed definition in 
the draft regulations with the existing guidance and is providing a revised 
comprehensive definition that allows for uses previously recognized under the existing 
guidance.  
 

Nonessential Outdoor Water Use 
1. Means uses that are not required:  

a) for health or safety reasons; 
b) by statute or regulation; 
c) for the production of food, including vegetable gardens, and fiber;  
d) for the maintenance of livestock; 
e) to meet the core functions of a business including but not limited to: 

1. Plant nurseries as necessary to maintain stock 
2. Golf courses as necessary to maintain tees, greens, and limited 

fairway watering per 310 CMR 36.07(2)(c) 2.a. through d. 
3. Golf courses with an event venue as part of their core business and 

other event venues when limited to watering by hand-held hose or drip 
irrigation as necessary to maintain gardens, flowers, and ornamental 
plants 

4. professional washing of exterior building surfaces, parking lots, 
driveways and/or sidewalks as necessary to apply surface treatments 
such as paint, preservatives, stucco, pavement, or cement in the 
course of construction, reconstruction, or renovation work; 

2. The following uses may be allowed when mandatory restrictions are in place: 
a) irrigation of public parks and public recreation fields; or 
b) irrigation to establish a new lawn as necessary to stabilize soil in response 

to new construction or following the repair or replacement of a Title 5 
system; or 

c) irrigation to establish a new lawn and new plantings during the months of 
May and September; or 

d) irrigation of gardens, flowers, and ornamental plants by means of a hand-
held hose or drip irrigation systems; or  

e) irrigation of lawns by means of a hand-held hose only; or 
f) washing of vehicles as necessary for operator safety 

3.  Nonessential outdoor water uses that are subject to mandatory restrictions 
include: 

a) irrigation of lawns via automatic irrigation systems or sprinklers; 
b) filling swimming pools; 
c) washing vehicles, except in a commercial car wash  
d) washing exterior building surfaces, parking lots, driveways, or sidewalks 

 
To the extent feasible, all summer outdoor water use should take place before 9 am 
and after 5 pm when evaporation and evapo-transpiration rates are lower. 
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Our proposed definition should be adopted, and permits should be amended with the 
new definition so there is one consistent definition of non-essential outdoor water use. 
 
Registration Conditions: 36.07 (2)(c)(1) states that “no later than 24 months after the 
issuance statement, the registrant shall establish enforceable restrictions limiting 
nonessential outdoor water use.”  It should be noted that changes to bylaws or 
ordinances sometimes require actions and approvals beyond the purview of the Public 
Water System.  There needs to be recognition that if the Public Water System makes 
their best effort, and enforceable restrictions are not approved by the local approving 
authority (i.e., Town Meeting; District Meeting), that the Public Water System will be 
held harmless.  We suggest modifying this to say, “no later than 24 months after the 
issuance statement, the registrant shall put forward for approval of the governing body 
enforceable restrictions limiting nonessential outdoor water use.” 
 
Registration Conditions: 36.07 (2)(c)(1)(a) through (c) Tying watering restrictions to 
the Massachusetts Drought Management Plan and regional drought declarations is not 
appropriate.  The Drought Plan is based on many indices that are not water supply 
related.  The Commonwealth was highly criticized by the watershed associations for 
responding too late to dry conditions in 2016; they argued that the Drought Plan was not 
responsive enough.  This outcry prompted a complete overhaul of the Massachusetts 
Drought Management Plan.  When the changes to the plan were proposed, MWWA 
commented that the trigger points were too sensitive, and our concerns have been 
validated.  Since the plan was adopted in September of 2019, there have already been 
three droughts declared (a one-month drought in the Connecticut River Valley in 
October 2019, a six-month drought beginning June 2020 which progressed to all 
drought regions and ended in December 2020, and the current drought, declared March 
2021); compare that with four droughts that occurred over a 10-year period between 
2007-2017 and it is clear Massachusetts will be in “drought” more frequently simply 
because of the sensitive metrics.  MWWA believes moving in and out of drought more 
frequently, and even month to month, is going desensitize the public to drought 
conditions and stands to threaten water systems’ ability to get their customers to act to 
reduce water use, if really needed.   
 
Another complicating factor is that most mainstream media regularly report on 
conditions from the National Drought Monitor.  However, the way the Massachusetts 
indices are ranked, Massachusetts trips a Level 1 drought status when the National 
Drought monitor is reporting only abnormally dry conditions.  It is confusing to the public 
to hear from meteorologists that there is no drought, when in fact under the MA Drought 
Plan there is indeed a drought. 
 
Public Water Systems should have their own system-specific drought management plan 
with triggers and response actions tailored to their system’s unique characteristics; we 
will expound upon this recommendation below.   
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36.07 (2)(c)(3) provides an exemption for Registrants with an “accepted drought 
management plan.”  While we agree with the provision for an exemption, MWWA is 
concerned with the requirement that in order to submit a Drought Plan for approval and 
exemption the system must have a minimum of three times their authorized withdrawal 
in storage (hence our request to remove the “Multi-year Drought Storage” definition).  
The industry’s standard of practice for drought planning and response is American 
Water Works Association’s “M60 Drought Preparedness and Response” manual (M60 
manual).  AWWA’s M60 manual, also referenced in the 2019 Massachusetts Drought 
Management Plan, presents guidelines on establishing the risk a system faces through 
a process of forecasting supply in relation to demand.  The M60 manual has no 
reference to three-times storage capacity, or any other storage requirement, for the 
development of a risk analysis that forecasts supply in relation to demand.  The criterion 
of having no less than three times authorized volume for the exemption makes it such 
that MWRA will be the only water system who will qualify for this exemption.  No one will 
argue that MWRA should not have an exemption; it has more than adequate storage to 
sustain its system even during a multi-year drought.  However, MWWA strongly 
believes that, if these regulations move forward, an exemption opportunity must also 
exist for other surface and groundwater systems with system-specific drought plans.   
 
MWWA asserts that rather than the criteria laid out by MassDEP in this section of the 
proposed regulation, system-specific Drought Management Plans should be developed 
in accordance with the standard of practice contained in the M60 manual.  While the 
reservoir storage capacity relative to a system’s full annual Registration is important, it 
is only one of multiple factors necessary to understanding the forecasted supply during 
drought conditions. Other factors should include the full range of expected inflows 
observed in the historic record including severe droughts and the seasonal variability of 
those inflows.  Using the methods described by the M60 manual, several reservoir 
supply systems in Massachusetts can demonstrate meeting their full demand during the 
most extreme multi-year drought scenarios.  If the intention is to alert systems that their 
forecasted supply is at risk of not meeting the full demand, the regulations should follow 
the technical standard for that process. The current “Multi-Year Drought Storage” 
criteria for letting suppliers develop a system-specific analysis is not based on sound 
risk science or water resources practice. 
 
We request that MassDEP strike the language in 36.07 (2)(c)(3) and replace it with the 
following:   
 

“A registrant may implement non-essential outdoor water use restrictions in 
accordance with an accepted drought management plan instead of the 
restrictions described in 310 CMR 36.09(2)(c)1.  The Department will accept 
system-specific drought plans that are developed in accordance with American 
Water Works Association’s “M60 Drought Preparedness and Response” manual, 
or other state-endorsed drought plan guidance.”   

 
Irrespective of our suggested language change, MWWA believes there are errors in this 
section as 36.07 (2)(c)(3) provides for the accepted drought management plan instead 
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of the restrictions described in 310 CMR 36.07 (2)(c)1, yet in 36.07 (2)(c)(3)(4) it states 
that the “restrictions have to be at least as restrictive as those in 310 CMR 36.07 (2)(c)1 
through 3”; but we believe maybe MassDEP meant 310 CMR 36.07 (2)(c)(1) and (2), 
because (3) does not contain restrictions, that section of the draft regulations provides 
details of the exemption.  If it was meant to reference restrictions no less stringent than 
those in the MA Drought Plan referenced in 310 CMR 36.07 (2)(c)(1)(a) through (c), 
MWWA objects to that requirement.  Those Registered systems with an accepted 
drought management plan should be allowed to have restrictions which are tied to local 
trigger points and have actions specified by the Public Water System to help them meet 
demand, rather than those prescribed by the MA Drought Plan (that may be odd/even, 
limited hours of watering, or some scenario other than 1 day per week or hand-held only 
restrictions). We urge that 36.07 (2)(c)(3)(4) be stricken as it is unnecessary.  
 
MassDEP should allow water suppliers to develop risk analyses for their own systems 
subject to approval based on the technical standards presented in M60. The resulting 
rule curves that relate storage level to levels of acceptable or unacceptable risk would 
be a more data-driven basis for nonessential restrictions. 
 
36.07 (2)(c)(3)(6) states that if a Registrant holds a Registration and a Permit, the 
Permit language shall be controlling.  We do not object to this language but note that by 
its inclusion there will be differing water use restrictions by Permitted and Registered 
users, resulting in systems who are Registered-only having more stringent restrictions 
than the Permitted users.  This seems unfairly punitive to Registered-only systems 
whose use has not increased since 1986.  This language also contradicts the 
Commonwealth’s own objective to ensure uniformity of outdoor water use restrictions.    
 
36.07 (5) allows MassDEP to impose “planning, recording, and reporting requirements 
necessary to implement the condition described in 310 CMR 36.07(2)”; MWWA 
questions what planning and recording requirements are expected. 
    
There is a better, more meaningful, alternative: System Specific Drought Plans 
 
MWWA opposes MassDEP promulgating regulations to condition Registrations because 
they are ineffective and ultimately counter-productive for the reasons outlined in our 
letter.  However, we are fully supportive of drought planning and preparedness and 
would like to offer an alternative regulatory proposal.  MWWA would fully support 
MassDEP moving forward with an amendment to 310 CMR 22.04 (13) to ensure that 
every Public Water System in the state has a system-specific drought plan as a 
component of their Emergency Response Plan (to be developed within 5 years of 
promulgation of the regulation), containing triggers and response actions based on the 
water system’s capacity.  MWWA contends that will provide a much more meaningful 
opportunity to enhance water systems’ resiliency to climate change than the current 
regulatory proposal.  Given the recent determination that the Registrations will not 
expire until April 7, 2023, there is no longer the urgency the State had to pass the 
regulation amendments by the end of the year so there is time to work with MWWA on 
our alternative proposal.  We are aware that MassDEP intends to promulgate changes 
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to 310 CMR 22.00 this summer, and so the opportunity exists to include this regulatory 
amendment in that package, rather than moving forward with the proposed changes to 
310 CMR 36.00.   
 
MWWA had been working closely with the Commonwealth to develop guidance for 
system-specific drought plans in 2018.  The state staff became too busy with the 
development and implementation of the state drought plan and momentum was lost.  
Together, we must make it a priority to finalize this guidance, and once completed, the 
state should offer technical assistance and funding to help water systems develop their 
plans (like the program offered by MassDEP for M36 water audits). 
 
Closing Summary 
 
In closing, MWWA would be remiss if we did not point out the reality, which is Public 
Water Systems provide the service that residents need and demand.  If the EEA and 
MassDEP are interested in further controlling water use and changing residents’ 
behavior to be more mindful of conservation, they should develop a statewide campaign 
that educates residents appropriately.  It should not be up to each individual Public 
Water System to have to message and police residents’ water use.  As we have 
outlined, the proposed regulations will not achieve their intended goal, but will divert 
water suppliers’ attention and resources away from infrastructure improvements, which 
will truly make water systems more resilient.   
 
MWWA appreciates the opportunity to present facts and policy considerations to 
demonstrate that regulations to condition Water Management Act Registrations would 
infringe on Registrants entitled withdrawals, are not legally permissible, and are not 
necessary to achieve water conservation, or even useful to the goal of environmental 
protection.   Climate change is not just about being prepared for drought. Other 
considerations include impacts to water quality, reliability of infrastructure, and disaster 
preparedness.  If there is insufficient or no funding necessary to address all these 
issues, water supply systems will be compromised.  Based on the facts, MWWA has 
shown how the proposed regulations will not foster water system resiliency, and will, in 
fact, be detrimental by limiting revenues needed to maintain and upgrade our water 
systems.  MWWA respectfully requests MassDEP rescind these draft regulations as 
they are not necessary and counter-productive, and instead work with MWWA and the 
Public Water Systems to pursue measures that will yield more meaningful and tangible 
results toward increasing water system resiliency.    
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 
 
       Jennifer A. Pederson 
       Executive Director 
 
Enclosure 
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cc:  Bethany Card, Undersecretary, EEA 
       Vandana Rao, PhD, Director of Water Policy, EEA 
       Martin Suuberg, Commissioner, MassDEP 
       Kathleen Baskin, Assistant Commissioner, MassDEP 
       Duane LeVangie, Program Director-WMA, MassDEP  



 
 
Native Fish Coalition 

NativeFishCoalition.org 

info@NativeFishCoalition.org 

 

Sent via electronic mail 

 

July 26, 2021 

 

Dear Secretary Theoharides and Commissioner Suuberg, 

 

I am writing on behalf of the Massachusetts Chapter of Native Fish Coalition to express our support for the 

proposed amendment to the Water Resources Management Program Regulations (310 CMR 36.00) to limit 

outdoor water use during times of drought to provide river flow protections.  We also encourage MassDEP to 

strengthen the proposal to protect the most vulnerable streams to conserve Massachusetts’ native fishes. 

 

Native Fish Coalition (NFC) is a nonpartisan, grassroots, donor-funded, all volunteer, 501(c)(3) national non-

profit organization dedicated to the conservation, preservation, and restoration of wild native fish.  We 

currently have state chapters in Alabama, Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, 

Vermont and West Virginia representing members, partners, volunteers, supporters and followers. 

 

The need for comprehensive water management regulations cannot be understated, and there is no greater 

example than the Ipswich River watershed.  Outdated laws and a lack of enforceable regulations for many 

residential, commercial and agricultural water users have contributed to the complete dewatering of sections 

of the system six times since 1995.  Simply stated, aquifers throughout the state are being overdrawn.  Water 

conservation must be a year-round goal and not just in times of drought.  

 

Our coldwater wild native fish are particularly susceptible to aquifer drawdown.  If the seepages and springs 

that many of our wild native fish such as brook trout rely on dry up, it can result in stressed populations or 

extirpation of local populations that depend on this cold, well-oxygenated water to survive. 

 

Limited water supplies and increased water use, coupled with longer and more severe droughts across the 
country, have brought us to a key moment for reimagining water policy.  We can no longer neglect the 
recharge of our groundwater supplies.  What we do to protect our aquifers over the coming years could serve 
as a model for improving river health and groundwater policy throughout the country.  We encourage you to 
help Massachusetts become a national leader in preventing the widespread negative impacts of drought by 
increasing the resiliency of our water resources and protecting and preserving our wild native fishes. 
 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

 

Sincerely, 

Robert M. Dalton Jr., Chair, Massachusetts Chapter of Native Fish Coalition 

 

CC:  NFC National Board, NFC Massachusetts Board   



	
   
 

July 26, 2021 
Mass. Dept. of Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Resource Protection—Watershed Management Program 
One Winter St., 5th Floor 
Boston MA  02108 
 
Attention: WMA Regulations 
 
 

Re: Comments on proposed Regulation changes to 310 CMR 36.00, Water Management Act 

 

Dear Mr. Levangie: 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the proposed changes to the Regulations under the 
Water Management Act to add conditions to Registered water sources during times of declared drought. 

OARS is a non-profit watershed organization established in 1986 to protect, preserve and enhance the 
natural and recreational features of the Assabet River, its tributaries and watershed.  In 2011 the Sudbury 
and Concord Rivers, their tributaries and watershed were added to our mission. OARS has some 900 
members and has operated a successful quality-controlled, water quality monitoring program with an EPA 
and MassDEP-approved QAPP since 2000, a biomass monitoring program, a large-scale volunteer annual 
river clean-up, and a variety of educational workshops, canoe trips and other activities designed to foster 
enjoyment and good stewardship of the rivers.  The federally-designated Sudbury-Assabet-Concord Wild 
and Scenic River, Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge, Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge and 
many state and local parks and protected areas depend on healthy aquatic resources to support the 
abundant wildlife and recreational opportunities they provide.  

Most communities in the 370-square-mile watershed depend directly on groundwater for their drinking 
water supply, some draw from reservoirs, one draws from the Concord River directly, and a few are 
connected to the MWRA system. There are many municipal and commercial users with registrations, the 
subject of this regulatory revision. There are also many small farms, golf courses, and industries that 
depend on groundwater resources for their economic viability.  

Starting in 2016, OARS has attended many meetings of the state’s Drought Management Task Force. 
These early meetings made it very clear that revisions were needed in order to have the state’s Drought 
Management Plan be effective at minimizing the harm wrought by droughts. OARS participated in the 
review of the revisions and felt they improved the policy significantly; the high-quality data and careful 
assessment of drought conditions and the resulting declarations should make a significant difference. 
However, as long as the Governor’s declaration of a drought only has regulatory impact on that fraction 
of large water users with Permits, the Plan will not have the desired impact on the water use of the 
Commonwealth. We must all recognize that with climate change and continued development and loss of 
recharge, drought conditions will only get worse, and our communities’ small and shallow aquifers will 
not provide a sustainable source of water for public health, safety, local economies or wildlife in the 
future. Unless we significantly change how we use water when it is scarce, sustainability will only 
decrease and the enduring damage will only increase. 
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During the droughts of 2016 and 2020 many tributaries in the SuAsCo watershed were completely dry. 
Streams, ponds and rivers in the watershed support listed or threatened water-dependent species.  The 
flow in the Assabet River becomes over 90% effluent from permitted wastewater treatment plants during 
low flows, and all three rivers become extremely slow moving, shallow and inhospitable to aquatic life. 
Several water suppliers were stretched to the limit. We note that the discovery of PFAS contamination in 
the public supplies of several communities has necessitated a shift to the remaining uncontaminated wells 
despite existing pumping restrictions to protect the environment and sustainability.  If this were to occur 
during a drought, the impacts could be very severe. Amplification of limited water resource availability 
due to contamination is an additional stressor we will have to adjust to.  

We strongly support the proposed changes to the Regulations to meet the purposes of the Water 
Management Act. These revisions will address the facts on the ground that climate change requires—
specific and strong actions to maintain the sustainability of the Commonwealth’s water resources—as 
recognized and required by state policy (e.g., the State Hazard Mitigation and Climate Adaptation Plan of 
2018). We understand that these changes will impose new and/or additional stresses on the operations  of 
municipal water suppliers and may require changes in their systems; we hope that the state may assist 
them in meeting these new needs as well as protecting the most vulnerable residents against economic 
hardship.  

The overarching responsibility of the state is to protect essential water uses, and the proposed restrictions 
of non-essential uses is absolutely justified so that the Commonwealth has a drought management system 
that is both effective and equitable. It cannot be effective unless it is proactive and preventative, taking 
measures to protect water resources before a drought deepens, and is consistent across all major users. 
There are further steps that need to be taken that are not part of these proposed revisions that we hope 
DEP will tackle next. That said, these proposed revisions are long overdue and urgently needed and we 
hope that they will be approved and put into effect in the forthcoming Registration renewals and 
implemented on an accelerated basis.  

Thank you for your work to provide for the sustainable use of our most precious resource.  We hope that 
these comments are useful. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
Alison Field-Juma 
Executive Director  
 
 

 



               
 
 
 
 

 

July 26, 2021 

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Resource Protection – Water Management Regulatory Comment Box 
One Winter Street, Fifth Floor 
Boston, MA  02108 
Attention:  Beth McCann 
Via email, dep.talks@state.ma.us 

Re: Proposed Amendments to 310 CMR 36.00, Water Resources Management Program 
Regulations 

To Whom it May Concern,   

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments in support of the Department of Environmental 
Protection’s (MassDEP) proposed amendments to 310 CMR 36.00, Water Resources Management 
Program Regulations.   

The Nature Conservancy is a global non-profit conservation organization whose mission is to 
“conserve the lands and waters on which all life depends.” Working with the best available science and 
in collaboration with individuals, local communities, businesses, public agencies, and other nonprofit 
groups, TNC in Massachusetts is working to avoid the unmanageable and manage the unavoidable 
impacts of climate change. We proudly represent the ideals of 28,000 members in Massachusetts and 
more than one million members globally.  

TNC has been a core partner in establishing the enabling conditions for the State Hazard Mitigation 
and Climate Adaptation Plan and the Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Program, as well as in 
ensuring nature-based solutions are used by the state to address both climate mitigation and 
adaptation in policies, plans, and programs. All water is connected, and it is critical that we consider 
the resilience of our water resources as we all work to build a more resilient Commonwealth. Drought 
and flash droughts in Massachusetts have increased in duration and frequency in the last few years, 
and this trend is likely to continue into a further climate altered future.  
 
As indicated in our 2014 comments on amendments to Water Resources Management Program 
Regulations, we support conservation measures for registered water withdrawals and requirements 
for all withdrawals in the most impacted basins to minimize existing impacts.   
 
We appreciate that the recently proposed amendments are a step forward, and we urge DEP to act 
consistently with the Commonwealth’s Drought Management Plan and the purpose of the Water 
Management Act (WMA) by proactively managing our water to avoid drought impacts.  
 

 
The Nature Conservancy in Massachusetts   
99 Bedford St., 5th Floor  
Boston, MA 02111 

Tel (617)532-8300  
Fax (617)532-8400 
 
nature.org/massachusetts 

mailto:dep.talks@state.ma.us
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As the impacts of climate change become more severe (and predicted to worsen), it is critical that we 
act to make our water management systems more resilient, particularly through comprehensive water 
conservation. If implemented, the proposed regulations will subject an additional approximately 185 
million gallons of water per day (20% of all public water withdrawals) to conservation requirements 
during droughts.  This is particularly important for basins like the Ipswich River and the Jones River, 
which acutely feel the impacts of drought but have a majority of their withdrawals as registrations. 
 
With water registrations up for renewal, now is the time to implement forward-looking climate 
adaptation policy through these changes. Waiting ten years for the next opportunity could put 
Massachusetts’ human and natural communities at risk. 

Again, thank you for proposing these amendments. The Conservancy is committed to continuing to 
work to ensure that the Administration and Legislature provide EEA agencies with necessary funds 
from state operating budget and capital resources to implement and manage the WMA and vital 
activities. We also support the use of public funding and incentives to help water suppliers meet their 
goals of providing water for people and protecting the environment.  

Please contact me at abowden@tnc.org with any questions. Thank you for your consideration.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Alison A. Bowden 
Director, Rivers, Coasts & Oceans  
  

mailto:abowden@tnc.org
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July 26, 2021

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Resource Protection – Water Management Program
One Winter Street, 5th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

RE: Proposed Amendments to 310 CMR 36.00, Conditions on Water Management Act 

Registrations

To whom it may concern:

On behalf of the members of the Utility Contractors’ Association of New England (“UCANE”), a 

trade association comprised of over 250 major contractors and associated business men and 

women who design, build, finance, insure, bond, and supply materials and equipment to the 

underground water and sewer construction industry, I am writing to respectfully request that the 

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) delay the implementation of any 

amendments to 310 CMR 36.00, relative to the placement of conditions on registrations under the 

Water Management Act, until further stakeholder engagement and data analysis is conducted. 
Given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on municipalities and regional water utilities and 

the fact water conservation efforts appear to be highly successful already, we feel now is not the 

time for additional regulation. 

As you know well, Massachusetts has a significant funding gap in addressing its water 

infrastructure needs over the next twenty years.  The 2012 report of the Massachusetts Water 

Infrastructure Finance Commission and a 2017 report from the Office of the Auditor found that 

the Commonwealth and its municipalities have a $18 billion to $21 billion funding gap in meeting 

their drinking and wastewater infrastructure needs.  The Massachusetts Clean Water Trust (CWT) 

has been an invaluable resource in addressing Commonwealth’s funding gap. Unfortunately, at 

the same time we continue to ask our municipalities and regional water utilities to invest in their 

water infrastructure systems, we fail to recognize the additional hurdles – some more pressing 

than others – that continue to be placed in their path.

The proposed amendments to 310 CMR 36.00 serve the noble idea of conserving our water 

resources. However, the regulations, as currently proposed, do not seem to account for the fact that 

the Commonwealth’s water usage – particularly after the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions – is 

consistently trending in the right direction as a result of a myriad of conservation restrictions and 

mechanisms that are already in place. As identified in written testimony submitted by the 

Associated Industries of Massachusetts (AIM) and the Massachusetts Water Works Association 

(MWWA), the DEP’s own data shows that water usage among registered water systems is well-
reduced from the allocated amounts as well as the amounts used when conservation efforts were 

notably weaker in the 1980s. 



Further, the proposed regulations appear to utilize a “one-size fits all” philosophy where all 
water systems are considered the same, regardless of their location in the state. If a water system 
in western Massachusetts has a potential reduction in available water due to drought conditions, 
it seems illogical to suggest that a water system in eastern Massachusetts must be held to the 
same standard when their water sources and capacities are most likely quite different.UCANE 
appreciates the need for conservation efforts in a time of drought (or to prevent a drought), but 
forcing all water utilities to adhere to the same usage requirements regardless of source and 
existing usage seems unrealistic.

Finally, UCANE reiterates the concern that we are currently facing a tremendous water 
infrastructure funding gap and, despite its intent, the proposed regulations in 310 CMR 36.00 
may actually harm municipalities and regional water utilities financially. Our water 
infrastructure system relies on an outdated and soon-to-be-archaic system of rates based on the 
volume of water used. The revenue collected from water and sewer rates only pays for operating 
expenses – not capital needs. In light of the ongoing success of previous conservation efforts led 
by the DEP and the Massachusetts legislature’s recent actions in Chapter 8 of the Acts of 2021, 
water volumes will continue to drop – meaning that municipal and regional water utilities will 
continue to see their revenues decline. Without substantial further financial assistance, we may 
be setting the stage for an environment where water and sewer rates rival those of our mortgages 
or rent.

UCANE appreciates the work the DEP does every day to protect the Commonwealth’s 
environment. It is a difficult task to balance the variety of competing needs. In this 
circumstance, UCANE respectfully requests that the DEP delay the implementation of
this proposed regulatory amendment until more stakeholder engagement and data analysis
occurs.

I appreciate your consideration of these comments. If you have any questions or concerns, 
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,
UTILITY CONTRACTORS' ASSOCIATION
OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.

2ftr 
Executive Director 



 
 
 
 
July 26, 2021 
 
Elizabeth McCann, Water Management Act Program 
MassDEP 
One Winter Street, 5th Floor 
Boston, MA  02108 
 
RE:  Proposed Amendments to 310 CMR 36.00-Conditions on WMA Registrations 
 
Dear Ms. McCann, 
  
The Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee (WSCAC) to the Massachusetts Water Resources 
Authority (MWRA) is providing comments on MassDEPs proposed amendment to 310 CMR 36.00, 
the Water Management Act regulations to include a new condition on registrations that would restrict 
nonessential outdoor water use by registrants during a drought declared by the Secretary of EOEEA.  
 
WSCAC has a seat on the Drought Management Task Force and has provided comments on the 
updating of the MA Drought Management Plan after the 2016 drought. We support MassDEP’s 
proposed amendment to registrations for the following reasons: 
 

• Aligning WMA registrations to respond to a declared drought as specified in the MA Drought 
Management Plan will produce a more unified drought response. WMA permits already restrict 
nonessential outdoor water use from May-October.  

 
• During a declared drought, nonessential outdoor water use should be reduced in order to ensure 

an adequate supply of water for public health, safety, and protection of natural resources. 
MassDEP’s proposed amendment allows for essential uses to continue including agricultural 
and required uses by statute.  
 

• Massachusetts experienced two significant droughts in 2016 and 2020. The lack of a unified 
response in 2016 occurred throughout the state. This caused delayed and inadequate public 
messaging, a lack of drought preparedness at the municipal level and insufficient collaboration 
between state agencies. There were impacts to public drinking water sources, natural resources, 
agriculture production and wildfire risk. The updating of the MA Drought Management Plan in 
2019, in collaboration with the Drought Management Task Force, is a response to lessons 
learned after the 2016 drought. We saw improved communication from the state with the flash 
drought in 2020, yet a lack of unification remains at the municipal level.  

 
• With flash droughts becoming more frequent, conserving water for essential needs during a 

declared drought is a reasonable and attainable goal for all communities. We know from 
previous experience that without a unified and timely response, water supply emergency 



declarations, crop damage, heightened wildfire risk and low/no flow conditions in rivers and 
streams can affect towns throughout the state.  
 

While each public water system may have unique characteristics, and larger systems may have a more 
flexible margin, regulating outdoor nonessential water use during a state declared drought is a 
significant and achievable way to ensure there is adequate water for critical uses.  
 
During the 2016 drought, MWRA water sales were up 38% for nine partially supplied MWRA water 
communities. Four additional communities made inquiries about possible emergency connections if 
the drought continued. As a regional wholesale water supplier with a MassDEP registration of 300 
mgd and an approved drought plan, the MWRA would not be included in the new proposed 
amendment. While MWRA encouraged wise water use during the droughts of 2016 and 2020, fully 
supplied water customers were not restricted from outdoor water use as reservoir levels were within 
the Normal range.  
 
In summary, WSCAC appreciates and supports this first step toward coordinating water use in times 
of drought so that residents and natural resources in the present and future will have an adequate water 
supply.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed amendments to 310 CMR 36.00. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Lexi Dewey 
Executive Director 
WSCAC 
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(DEP)

From: Michael Arricale < >
Sent: Sunday, July 18, 2021 12:47 PM
To: DEP Talks (DEP)
Subject: WMA Regulations 

 
CAUTION: This email originated from a sender outside of the  Commonwealth of Massachusetts mail system.  Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.  
 
 
Please rescind the proposed WMA regulations and allow water systems to maintain local control of and apply local 
expertise to their water supplies. A one size fits all approach never works. Thank you. 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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TO:  dep.talks@mass.gov 

FROM: Jackie Boudreau 
 
  
  

DATE: 7/10/2021 

SUBJECT:  WMA Regulations 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on the proposed 
amendment to the Water Resources Management Program Regulations (310 CMR 
36.00). I feel compelled to write because through many drought periods in the 
South Shore, I have witnessed regular and daily home irrigation systems watering 
lawns on my way into work at 4am. I am a member of a golf maintenance staff on 
the south shore, and a primary part of my job is to manage the irrigation system 
for our golf course. Being a MA DEP water permit holder, our course has managed 
our system through drought restrictions following state mandates to restrict 
water use in times of drought.  

My comment, then, is that, while I understand a little more than a homeowner 
about water withdrawals from municipal and underground water sources, I think 
that homeowners and the general population do not understand that they are 
using a limited resource.  One of the favorite comments that I hear from people 
who have a home well water system, is that they can water, that the drought 
restrictions do not apply to them. 

What I would like to see the state do is require towns and town water 
departments to educate all homeowners on how limited water resources actually 
are, whether it is being drawn from a well or from a municipality. My suggestions 
for this are public service announcements on tv, mailers from municipal water 
departments to all homeowners (well or public) explaining that all water comes 
from underground aquifers, etc., and teaching materials for schools so that future 
citizens of our area understand water resources before they ever own a home. 
Also, another level of educating the public would be to offer incentives to change 
their home landscapes to grasses and plants that use less water. 
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For the adults that are watering their lawns nightly during a drought, there should 
be an online reporting system to the municipal water supplier where an address 
of a home that’s being watered during restrictions can be reported. Then some 
enforcement action can follow to make them shut the water off until the drought 
restrictions have been lifted. Also, the meters tell a story, too. Water suppliers 
should be able to tell by the numbers a meter is putting out that a home might be 
running an irrigation program at night and they can confirm that by the obvious 
signs of a green lawn next to a dormant one. There are so many ways to know 
that somebody is watering during drought restrictions.  

Then there’s the enforcement side. Start with fines, then go to something like an 
irrigation system boot, like the one that towns put on a car wheel for people who 
don’t pay their parking fines, or charging a resource tax on a property. I’m sure 
there are plenty of other ideas, but you get the picture. It has been astounding to 
drive to work at 4am and see the same lawns watering every night during level 2 
and level 3 water restrictions, and this is with signs posted throughout towns, 
stories on local news, etc. Educating the public is a great place to start.  
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(The Rev.) Katharine C. Evans 
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Anne L. Gero 
 

 
 

 

July 9, 2021 

 

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection: 

  

I am a resident of Hamilton, MA, and am writing to support the proposed amendments to the Water 

Management Act that would condition registrations during drought.  

 

As you may know, Hamilton gets its drinking water supply from the Ipswich River Watershed and each 

summer imposes water use restrictions on its residents.  As required by the terms of its withdrawal 

permit, those restrictions are imposed every summer regardless of water levels, and are increased even 

further if the water level goes below a certain point.   

 

The Ipswich River was recently declared one of the most endangered rivers in America primarily because 

of water withdrawals. Imposing restrictions only on permit holders such as Hamilton have not 

significantly improved the condition of the Ipswich River Watershed.  Registered-only withdrawals make 

up by far the largest class of water withdrawals in the Ipswich River Watershed.  Regulating those 

registrations is critical to protecting the River.  

  

However, conditioning registrations to require only modest conservation conditions on discretionary 

outdoor water use is too little too late to make much of a difference for the Ipswich River. Consistent 

with the conditions imposed on Hamilton, registered only users should be required to conserve water 

well before we are in an official drought. 

 

I am tired of complying with Hamilton's restrictions only to drive through other towns where residents 

are allowed to water lawns, wash cars, etc.  Residents of Hamilton don't take seriously the Hamilton 

restrictions or the calls to protect the Ipswich River when they see the uneven application of water 

restrictions.  If DEP is serious about protecting the Ipswich River, it should impose similar conditions on 

all water users regardless of the historical origins of their water withdrawal rights. 

   

With the increasing impacts of climate change, the condition of the Ipswich River will continue to 

deteriorate.  Now is the time for DEP to take necessary and bold action to protect our endangered 

waterways for the benefit of the public water supplies as well as the wildlife that depend on the 

watersheds.  DEP is responsible for protecting the watersheds; it would be a failure of that responsibility 

to permit the existing situation to continue. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Anne Gero 
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Joel Hariton 
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(DEP)

From: Terra 
Sent: Saturday, July 24, 2021 2:18 AM
To: DEP Talks (DEP)
Subject: comments to proposed 310 cmr changes, WMA Regulations

 
CAUTION: This email originated from a sender outside of the  Commonwealth of Massachusetts mail system.  Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.  
 
 
Dear Regulators, 
 
Thank you for caring for our water and for the opportunity to comment on the proposed changes to the WMA 
Regulations https://www.mass.gov/regulations/310-CMR-3600-massachusetts-water-resources-management-
program#proposed-amendments-public-comment.  
 
 
I'm sending these comments in before your deadline of Monday 7/26.  
Please confirm receipt. 
 
My first comment is an overall comment that doesn't seem to be addressed in the existing or propsed regulations, but I 
feel compelled to say this before I get started. I am concerned that the state is trying to double/triple the rate of 
residential building without regard to water shortages, the health of the eco-system, increased pollution and other 
stress on our water. I am told that the state water regulators are not willy nilly handing out increases in withdrawal 
permits. I hope that's true. Either way, there does not appear to be a comprehensive water study regarding the 
potential impacts of the proposed growth, such as that proposed in S.871 and H.1448. Therefore, I am greatly 
concerned. 
 
These bills declare a "need" of over 400,000 new housing units by 2030/2040. But the state is already allowing the 
building of more than double the number needed to keep up with the birth/death rate.  
Currently, there are already 6 empty housing units for every homeless person in Massachusetts, and over 30 empty 
housing units for every homeless person in the US. 
 
These bills, if passed, would facilitate/enable/allow industry to build more than three times what it's already building. 
Since the water systems are already stressed, I hope you register your opposition to this construction industry 
sponsored growth plan and its "so-called need" for new housing. 
 
The 400,000 "goal" is not what our communities need, it's what industry "wants". We have to be more focused on need 
than want. The idea that "if only" we'd allow industry to build "enough" housing, the prices will go down is a trickle-
down fallacy. In a high demand market, they will never build more than the market will bear. Please see this video which 
explains how trickle down housing policy, in a high demand market like Boston will never work. 
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IWRRKceJbo__;!!CUhgQOZqV7M!zYKAfDTT-
t2JKJ7V3J757gCsss9ejjyPXEDLErXxUrA9OGdNggnVlj6QKZzcCP14EA$  The video was created by housing justice groups in 
San Francisco and it applies to all high demand markets, including Boston and New York. The point is that it's not a 
quantity problem, it's a pricing problem. We need to require new building to be sufficiently deed restricted to be 
affordable for those who are housing insecure. 
 
The rest of the building, beyond what we need, is a waste of precious natural resources, for private profit. 
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And my specific comments to the proposed WMA Regulations changes. 
 
Page 5. It appears that you are proposing declaring both golf courses and new lawns as "essential". 
 
If so, I wholeheartedly object to this. As Martha Coakley declared in her statement to the casino industry a few years 
ago, doing business is a private risk, not a public obligation. The casino industry was complaining that the state may 
decide not to have casinos in Massachusetts after industry players spent so much money chasing the permits. I am 
against corporate subsidies for non-essential corporations. I am for farm subsidies, because I believe food is essential 
and is a right. I do NOT believe that playing golf or operating a golf course is essential. 
 
Furthermore, I do not believe that new building should be occurring during a drought that is so extreme that we can't 
water our existing gardens. New lawns should NOT be exempt from water restrictions/bans. I can understand and 
support the watering of a new lawn to cover a septic system but not the whole lawn. The message from the state should 
be to NOT put new lawns in during an extreme drought. Again, I refer to my earlier comment regarding private business 
risk. The health of our water systems should not suffer because a private developer feels a profit-driven need to put a 
huge lawn in during an extreme drought. 
 
Page 10. Similar comments as above. I do NOT believe the state should exempt either golf courses, or new lawns for the 
reasons stated above. 
 
The last thing I have to say is that I wish you would ban new water hook ups during a drought with very few exceptions. 
New water hookups for for-profit building should NOT continue to be handed out during a drought for the same reasons 
stated above. 
 
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment. 
 
-- 
Terra 
 
This email is private/confidential property, not to be correlated/shared or machine analyzed without my permission, 
which I withhold. 
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 (DEP)

From: Anne Loyer < >
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2021 9:50 PM
To: DEP Talks (DEP)
Subject: WMA Regulations

 
CAUTION: This email originated from a sender outside of the  Commonwealth of Massachusetts mail system.  Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.  
 
 
Dear DEP, 
 
I am writing to support the proposed amendments to the Water Management Act to condition registrations during 
drought. 
 
As you know,the Ipswich River was recently declared one of the most endangered Rivers in America primarily because of 
water withdrawals. Low river levels due to drought are killing migrating fish and efforts to restore their habitat. These 
fish are part of the human food web. We have to take care of our rivers to take care of ourselves. 
 
Because registered-only withdrawals makeup by far the largest class of water withdrawals in the Ipswich River 
Watershed, regulating registrations is critical to protecting the River. However, conditioning registrations to require only 
modest conservation conditions on discretionary outdoor water use is too little too late to make much of a difference 
for our River. Not only should water be conserved well before we are in an official drought, all of the States standard 
water conservation measures should be required of registrants,especially in severely flow-stressed rivers such as the 
Ipswich. As you are aware, we experienced two severe droughts in just the last five years. These droughts caused severe 
damage to the river and threatened local public water supplies and are predicted to increase in the future due to climate 
change making the situation even more dire. Not only is it the right thing to do, we feel it is the DEP's responsibility to 
not only condition registrations during drought but to do more to protect our critical water resources in already flow-
depleted watersheds. 
 
 
 
Thank you for considering my comments, 
Anne Loyer 





Comments on Proposed Amendments to Water Management Act Regulations – Kerry Mackin 

 

I am writing in support of amending the Water Management Act (WMA) regulations to authorize the 

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to regulate registered withdrawals.   

A key purpose of the Water Management Act (WMA) is to protect the natural environment of the 

Commonwealth’s waters, and to provide “reasonable protection” for rivers and their ecosystems.  It has clearly 

not done so in the Ipswich River Watershed and the Parker River Watershed, which are the water sources for the 

Town of Ipswich, where I am a Water Commissioner.  And there are many sub-basins in Massachusetts where 

withdrawals exceed the thresholds of ecological degradation identified by the U.S. Geological Survey and Mass. 

Department of Fish and Game during the Sustainable Water Management Initiative (SWMI).  In order to protect 

fluvial species and river ecosystems, rivers must have: 

                           

I encourage Mass DEP to regulate registered withdrawals with conditions that promote water conservation.  The 

Supreme Judicial Court ruled it could do so more than a decade ago if it adopted a regulation so stating.  This 

would be an important step in achieving protection of the natural environment of the waters of the 

Commonwealth.  Also, the Supreme Court of the United States ruled years ago that the separation of water 

quality and water quantity is an artificial distinction 

(https://cfpub.epa.gov/watertrain/moduleFrame.cfm?module_id=18&parent_object_id=393) and recent science 

has found that it also is a factor in increasing greenhouse gas emissions due to higher concentrations of water 

pollutants.  

• All communities drawing water from flow-impaired watersheds and/or sub-basins should be required to 

implement effective conservation measures, including: 

o Conservation rate structures, including seasonal rates (higher rates in the spring-fall period) and 

ascending block rate structures (higher rates for those who use higher volumes of water) 

o It would be wise to consider charging a fee for any withdrawals from a flow-impaired source, 

including both groundwater and surface water withdrawals. Such a fee could encourage 

conservation and the funds raised could be used by DEP, Mass. Fish and Game and Division of 

                    
                               

             

                                      

                                     

                                    

               

                                          

                                    

                        

             

                                          

              

                 

                                   

https://cfpub.epa.gov/watertrain/moduleFrame.cfm?module_id=18&parent_object_id=393


Ecological Restoration for stream/river flow restoration.  Withdrawals that occur during periods 

when flows are below ecologically safe levels, such as identified by U.S.G.S. in these studies:   

• Groundwater withdrawals are a significant cause of flow depletion, as shown here:  

           

• I would note that I have many photos of the Ipswich River, including photos of fish kills, which are 

evidence of this impact of groundwater withdrawals. 

               
 

o I also note that surface water withdrawal from rivers and reservoirs are a major flow-depletion 

cause.  Many of the reservoirs in this region are filled by pumping water from the Ipswich River or 

other sources, and many reservoirs also have dams that eliminate natural flows into rivers and 

streams, causing them to dry up.   

                        

               

                
                       
                   
      

         
                          
                             
                             

                     
                       
                      
                           

                

                       

                
                   

              
                      

           



 

 

• All water withdrawals from depleted sources should be subject to restrictions and bans on non-essential 

water uses when flows go below levels needed to sustain aquatic ecosystems. During the drought of 2016 

when numerous communities in this region were required to impose watering restrictions or bans, some 

other communities, including Beverly, Salem and Peabody, did not have restrictions in effect – I personally 

witnessed sprinklers going during extreme low-flow periods in those communities, in some cases resulting 

in people “watering the pavement,” which was very disturbing to people in the other communities that 

draw water from the same basin.  There needs to be more effective measures to address withdrawals 

during droughts, including earlier non-essential water restriction/ban triggers.  Perhaps the Drought Task 

Force should be assigned to develop more effective triggers and they should be applied on a sub-basin 

basis.  

• New development is a serious issue in regard to water demand, due to the water demand of new 

residents or businesses and also due to the increase in impervious surfaces and the loss of natural areas, 

native vegetation and in some cases adverse impacts on wetlands.  Thus, it is important to promote Low-

Impact Development (LID) and other measures to retain natural vegetation, ground permeability, etc.   

• Water suppliers/withdrawers also need to implement Water Use Mitigation Programs, which could be 

done by a community and/or could be done regionally.  This in effect requires new development or 

redevelopment to pay a fee to the community water supplier to be used to offset the development’s 

water demand by reducing water usage elsewhere in the community (through infrastructure 

improvements, replacement of inefficient fixtures and appliances in public buildings and rebates). 

• Another major issue in this region is the fact that there are so many “below-threshold” withdrawals – in 

the Ipswich River Basin, below threshold withdrawals have been estimated at 3-4 million gallons a day 

during recent drought periods.  The WMA has a provision allowing DEP to reduce the threshold in flow-

impaired basins/sub-basins.  DEP should do so.  Also, communities have the authority to apply watering 

restrictions and bans to non-public water withdrawers.  This should be a requirement in all flow-impaired 

areas of the state, since private withdrawals can deplete aquifers and surface waters as well.   

• Another way to promote conservation is to require the installation of EPA Water Sense fixtures and 

appliances.  Water suppliers should provide economic incentives, such as rebates, for the replacement of 

older, less efficient fixtures and appliances as well.  This can be funded via Water Use Mitigation 

Programs, if needed.   

• Providing more education and outreach about water conservation is also important.  There are many 

measures to reduce indoor “essential” water demand, including promoting shorter showers with water 

                
                                  

                                         
          

                              



efficient shower heads; using appliances like dishwashers and washing machines with full loads; collecting 

tap water that is running while water is heating up (or for other reasons) and reusing it for household 

cleaning; reusing “greywater” for things like plant irrigation, etc.  

• There needs to be more accountability for Unaccounted for Water (UAW) – and DEP should reapply the 

former definition of UAW, rather than the one that allows water suppliers not to include all the actual 

UAW. 

At this point, the natural environment of the waters of the Commonwealth are at great risk due to the fact that 

water withdrawals are highest during dry periods – especially dry summers.  Climate change is causing not only 

higher temperatures but more frequent and extreme droughts in this region.  This represents a major threat to 

aquatic ecosystems. As noted in the U.S.G.S. study regarding impacts on fluvial species, flow depletion during 

summer is a major threat to aquatic ecosystems.  Water withdrawals should not exceed 25% of the August 

median flows, nor 10% of January median flows, 10% of April median flow or 15% of October median flows.  In 

fact, the safe yield methodology adopted in 2014 should be revised to address the fact that the [mis-named] safe 

yield exceeds the thresholds of ecological degradation based on flow statistics provided by the Mass. WRC during 

SWMI.   

Another key point regarding this issue is that the statistics used for determining how much the actual safe yield is 

should be based on droughts such as the 2016 drought, during which the Ipswich and Parker River both 

experienced zero flows and extended periods of ecologically damaging low-flows.  It would be reasonable to apply 

USGS’s Sustainable Yield Estimator and have them determine the actual safe yield of Mass. Rivers and sub-basins, 

because as then EEA Under Secretary David Cash admitted during SWMI and former Commissioner Trudy Coxe 

admitted in the 1990s, DEP made the decision based on its view of political clout rather than science.  There are a 

range of issues that are known to be determined by politics rather than science – which is a threat to our future.  

Some recent decisions made based on politics rather than science are the source of investigations, such as this: 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2021/03/24/nation/epa-review-attacks-science-under-trump/  The DEP decision 

regarding safe yield is subject to a similar investigation, based on admissions by David Cash and Trudy Coxe and 

based on the methodology adopted.  
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 (DEP)

From: Mrs. Laura Houston Napiorkowski < >
Sent: Saturday, July 24, 2021 5:39 AM
To: DEP Talks (DEP)
Subject: WMA Regulations

 
CAUTION: This email originated from a sender outside of the  Commonwealth of Massachusetts mail system.  Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.  
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
I am writing to ask for golf course and new lawns to be exempt from drought watering restrictions/bans. We all must 
work together abiding by the same guidelines to reserve our resources. 
 
Thank you, 
Laura Napiorkowski  
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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 (DEP)

From: Nancy Warner < >
Sent: Saturday, July 10, 2021 9:39 AM
To: DEP Talks (DEP)
Cc:
Subject: WMA Regulations

 
CAUTION: This email originated from a sender outside of the  Commonwealth of Massachusetts mail system.  Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.  
 
 
To Whom It May Concern 
 
I live and vote in Ipswich MA.  I am a volunteer at the Ipswich River Watershed Association.The designation as a Most 
Endangered River was, sadly, not a surprise but, a wake up call, for all the communities who take water from the River. 
As the regulations are reviewed, it would seem to me that common sense would need to come into play.  Those 
communities who draw from the River and have no restrictions need to be made to comply with stronger and more 
restrictive regulations.  Water is the one element we must have for life and we have allowed this precious resource to be 
depleted with little or no attention to the results of our actions. 
 
Those of us who love the River and worry for its health are begging you to help us.  Please make this right.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Nancy Warner 

 

 
 
 
Nancy Warner 
Sent from my iPad 
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Please do the right thing!  Fight for our impeccable natural resources before they disappear! 
Guarantee our state residents sufficient drinking water. 
  
Thank you for considering our thoughts. 
  
Bill and Bobbi Whiting 

 

--  
 
Bobbi Whiting 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
This communication (including any attachments) is intended for the use of the intended recipient(s) only 
and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, or legally protected. Any unauthorized use or 
dissemination of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in 
error, please immediately notify the sender by return email message and delete all copies of the original 
communication. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author. 
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(DEP)

From: Joan Wilking >
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 7:09 PM
To: DEP Talks (DEP)
Subject: WMA Regulations

 
CAUTION: This email originated from a sender outside of the  Commonwealth of Massachusetts mail system.  Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.  
 
 
 
Dear DEP People, 
 
I am writing to support the proposed amendments to the Water Management Act to condition registrations during 
drought. As you know, the Ipswich River was recently declared one of the most endangered Rivers in America primarily 
because of water withdrawals. Because registered-only withdrawals make up by far the largest class of water 
withdrawals in the Ipswich River Watershed, regulating registrations is critical to protecting the River. 
 
However, conditioning registrations to require only modest conservation conditions on discretionary outdoor water use 
is too little too late to make much of a difference for our River. Not only should water be conserved well before we are 
in an official drought, all of the States standard water conservation measures should be required of registrants, 
especially in severely flow-stressed rivers such as the Ipswich. 
 
As you are aware, we experienced two severe droughts in just the last five years. These droughts caused severe damage 
to the river and threatened local public water supplies and are predicted to increase in the future due to climate change 
making the situation even more dire. Not only is it the right thing to do, we feel it is the DEP's responsibility to not only 
condition registrations during drought but to do more to protect our critical water resources in already flow-depleted 
watersheds. 
 
This is such an important step to take to insure access to water for all now, and into the future. 
 
Thank you for considering my comments,  
 
Joan Wilking 

 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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 (DEP)

From: Susan winthrop 
Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 3:58 PM
To: DEP Talks (DEP)
Cc:
Subject: WMA Regulations

 
CAUTION: This email originated from a sender outside of the  Commonwealth of Massachusetts mail system.  Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.  
 
 
Dear DEP, 
 I live along the Ipswich River and am deeply distressed by the lack of conservation measures that are currently in 
place to protect our river during drought conditions.  I am writing to support the proposed amendments to the Water 
Management Act which would finally condition registrations during drought.  But really, something needs to be done 
BEFORE there is a drought in order to prevent such conditions from occurring in the future. We need all of the states 
standard water conservation measures to be required of all registrants. How can it be that in Ipswich we have a water 
ban in May when there are no water bans imposed in Salem or Beverly all summer long? 
 Our lovely Ipswich River is now one of the most endangered rivers in America.  The amendments you are 
proposing could help turn things around and protect our river and the drinking water it provides to so many people. 
 Thank you for the work you do to protect our environment. 
 
     Susan Winthrop 
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 (DEP)

From: Barbara Abraham < >
Sent: Thursday, July 22, 2021 12:06 PM
To: DEP Talks (DEP)
Subject: WMA Regulations

 
CAUTION: This email originated from a sender outside of the  Commonwealth of Massachusetts mail system.  Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.  
 
 
Dear Secretary Theoharides and other Climate Leaders in the Commonwealth: 
 
I am writing to ask for your help. American Rivers has declared the Ipswich River to be one of America’s Most 
Endangered Rivers® of 2021, due to excessive water withdrawals made worse by climate change and unsustainable land 
use practices. Several other rivers in Massachusetts are also stressed, at the same time we are heading into an 
increasingly uncertain future. 
 
I am writing to support the proposed amendment to the Water Resources Management Program Regulations (310 CMR 
36.00) to limit outdoor water use during times of drought. It is imperative that DEP promulgate these regulations this 
year to make sure registrants are practicing water conservation for the next decade, during which we expect drought 
conditions to continue to worsen. While DEP must do more to fully implement our water laws and remove other 
exemptions, this is an important first step to creating more resilient communities. 
 
In addition to passing the current amendment, I am therefore asking for your leadership on the following: 
 
Please continue your important work on climate and water at the state level, adhering to the Water Management Act by 
coordinating water use so that present and future Commonwealth residents have sufficient water resources. 
 
Please work with residents and communities to improve how we use our land and water resources, in creating a more 
comprehensive water management system that goes beyond restrictions during times of drought. Water conservation 
should occur in advance of a drought, not just when the impacts of drought are already here. Set goals to restore 
depleted sub-basins through water conservation requirements for withdrawals defined by DEP as groundwater and/or 
biological category 4 and 5. Current regulations limit the scope of applicability. Given that the state is likely to continue 
experiencing extreme drought conditions in the coming years, DEP can and must go further. Thankfully, solutions are 
abundant.  
 
We can invest in regional water infrastructure improvements, and partner with water suppliers to provide resources to 
alternatives. We can keep our communities healthy by adhering to the commitments in the Water Management Act and 
Public Trust Doctrine, by using resilient practices like natural vegetation and other forms of Low Impact Development. 
We can also grow green lawns and safe spaces for our families that do not need non-essential summer watering, 
whether the state is officially in a drought or not. 
 
When even a wet region of the country like New England is dealing with severe droughts and chronically depleted rivers, 
it is above all important for us to collaborate. As U.S. Special Presidential Envoy for Climate John Kerry recently said in 
his remarks on the Ipswich River, “We’re all in this together.”  
 
Please continue to make the Commonwealth a national leader, by more effectively implementing laws and working 
together with communities and residents across Massachusetts to increase the resiliency of our water resources. 
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Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Barbara Abraham 
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